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Abstract

Sand dunes and ripples result from the interaction between topography,
hydrodynamics and sediment transport and exhibit self-organization on
multiple scales. In this thesis, we show the formation of aeolian viscous
bedload barchan-ripples in a laboratory wind tunnel. These bedforms
are subject to the same longitudinal instability and transverse instability
as subaqueous ripples and aeolian dunes and share the same transport
mechanism as subaqueous ripples, thus making our bedforms the aeolian
counterpart of subaqueous ripples. To realize such an experiment, we
carefully select a particle system with small particle diameters at low
densities. We follow the evolution of barchan-ripples from onset to their
steady state form and show that they arise from both a flat particle bed
and a particle heap. We study the transport mechanism at the particle
level and demonstrate that the aeolian viscous bedload transport regime
is responsible for the formation of the barchan-ripples. We measure and
derive the saturation length from equations given by calibrated numerical
and theoretical models and show that the order of magnitude is in the
millimeter range. Access to this previously unexplored area in parameter
space gives us a deeper understanding of the mechanisms that govern
sedimentary bedform formation on controllable time and length scales.
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Zusammenfassung

Die Entstehung von Dünen und Rippeln ist auf das Wechselspiel zwischen
Topografie, Hydrodynamik und Sedimenttransport zurückzuführen. Diese
sedimentären Bettformen weisen Selbstorganisation auf mehreren Skalen
auf: von zentimetergroßen, sich wiederholenden Mustern bis zu hunderte
Meter hohen Dünen. In dieser Arbeit untersuchen wir die Formation von
zentimetergroßen, äolischen Barchan-Rippeln in einem Laborwindkanal,
die sich aufgrund der viskosen Schicht der turbulenten Grenzschicht bilden.
Diese Bettformen unterliegen derselben longitudinalen Instabilität und
transversalen Instabilität wie Unterwasserripple und äolische Dünen. Die
Barchan-Rippel entstehen durch den gleichen Transportmechanismus wie
Unterwasserrippel, was sie zum äolischen Gegenstück macht. Für die Um-
setzung dieses Experimentes wählen wir ein Teilchensystem aus, welches
kleine Durchmesser bei gleichzeitig geringer Dichte aufweist. Wir zeigen die
Entstehung der äolischen Barchan-Rippel aus einem flachen Teilchenbett
und einem Teilchenhaufen. Wir untersuchen den Transportmechanismus
auf Teilchenebene und zeigen, dass der Barchan-Rippel in der äolischen
viskosen Schicht der turbulenten Grenzschicht entsteht. Wir messen die
Saturationslänge und leiten sie zudem aus Gleichungen ab, die von kalibri-
erten numerischen und theoretischen Modellen vorhergesagt werden und
zeigen, dass sich die Größenordnung im Millimeterbereich befindet. Der
Zugang zu diesem bisher unerforschten Parameterbereich der äolischen
Bettformbildung ermöglicht uns ein besseres Verständnis der Mechanismen,
denen sedimentäre Bettformbildung unterliegen zu erhalten.
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Introduction

A sand dune with superimposed impact ripples, Morocco

‘Here, instead of finding chaos and disorder, the observer never fails
to be amazed at a simplicity of form, an exactitude of repetition, and
a geometric order unknown in nature on a scale larger than that of
crystalline structure.’

R.A.Bagnold (1941)
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Introduction

Sedimentary transport shapes the landscape that surrounds us. Whenever a fluid
flows over a loose sedimentary bed consisting of grains with sufficiently large shear
forces, the grains are entrained, and bedforms evolve [1–3]. These bedforms typically
manifest as ripples or dunes, two types of sediment heaps that we find not only
in the desert but also on planets like Mars and Venus and celestial bodies such as
Pluto, Churyumov–Gerasimenko, and Titan, one of Saturn’s moons [4–7].

From a geological perspective, we can draw conclusions about the paleoenvironment,
the environment at a particular time in the geological past, from the study of sedi-
mentary bedforms [8]. The emergence of particular bedforms provides information
about climate and sediment characteristics of times long ago and of environments
far away, where direct measurements of these characteristics are challenging. For
example, analyzing satellite images of bedforms on Mars promises access to the
evolution of the climate on Mars [8, 9].

One bedform observed on Mars is particularly puzzling. Bedforms called large
Martian wind ripples have been discovered [8]. They are discussed to originate from
the same mechanism that on Earth lead to subaqueous ripples [8, 10] or from the
same mechanism that on Earth lead to aeolian impact ripples [11]. Thus, they may
be indicative for very different environments.

The uncertainty emerges to a large extend from the lack of observations of large
wind ripples on Earth. This is mainly caused by the conditions that are necessary
to observe the same bedforms in terrestrial terrain. Only fine sand particles can
be entrained in the same transport layer where subaqueous ripples develop: the
viscous sublayer, a thin layer of flow next to the boundary in which viscous shear
stress dominates over turbulent shear stress [12]. Due to attractive forces between
the fine grains, the threshold for entrainment by the wind increases. However, the
entrainment threshold is typically high, so that grains are entrained in suspension,
i.e., lose contact with the bed and are transported over long distances [2]. Thus, an
aeolian counterpart to subaqueous ripples on Earth has not yet been observed. Our
approach taken in this work is to study this research area by selecting a particle
system that allows us to form migrating aeolian bedforms equivalent to subaqueous
ripples in a controllable environment of a laboratory wind tunnel.
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Introduction

We will organize this thesis as follows.

In chapter 1, we will introduce the basic principles of structure formation and give
insights into the characteristics of flows and sediment, sediment transport, and
finally, the coupling of hydrodynamic flow and sediment transport. These concepts
will allow us to understand which experimental setup we need to observe migrating
aeolian bedforms in the laboratory, much like subaqueous ripples, and interpret
this thesis’s results.

Chapter 2 is dedicated to the characterization of the setup. We will present a
particle system and a custom-made low-speed wind tunnel suitable for studying
aeolian viscous bedload bedforms in the laboratory. For this purpose, we first
introduce the basic properties of the selected particle system, provide details on
the material preparation and microscopy images. Then, we characterize the wind
tunnel by surveying the accessible operating speeds and provide velocity mapping
from which we will derive characteristic parameters.

In chapters 3 to 5, we will focus on the formation of our aeolian bedforms, which
we will term aeolian viscous barchan-ripple. Chapter 3 shows that a flat particle
bed consisting of the selected particle system is unstable to wind exposure and
decays into migrating barchan-ripples. We compare our flat particle bed experiment
results with numerical simulation results and subaqueous experiments. We then
measure the particle flux over a flat particle bed and derive a length characteristic
of bedform formation called the saturation length.

In chapter 4, we study the formation of barchan-ripples from particle heaps. We
follow the evolution from the onset of formation to its mature shape. For this,
we show superimposed images in time-lapse sequence, map the dimensions of
the structure, and present the height profile evolution. Afterward, we relate our
bedforms to subaqueous ripples and aeolian dunes by calculating and comparing
characteristic parameters.

In chapter 5, we investigate the motion on a particle level. We introduce a second
particle system similar to the previously introduced particle system, differing only
in diameter. We track the particle motion on a heap of the respective particle type
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Introduction

with a high-speed camera and measure the velocity of the particles under wind
exposure. We calculate the predicted characteristic lengths that result for both
systems. Finally, we show the evolution of a transient bedform arising from a heap
consisting of the new particle system, allowing us to infer conclusions about the
transport mechanism.

In the penultimate chapter 6, we summarize our results and note the implica-
tions this work has for future research. Finally, in chapter 7, we suggest further
investigations that follow from this work and present preliminary results.
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1 Basic Principles of Structure
Formation

A centimeter-sized barchan-ripple that evolved in the wind tunnel

‘Nor can the geomorphologist rest content, in his study for its own sake
of the shape and movement of sand accumulations, until he knows why
sand collects into dunes at all, instead of scattering evenly over the land
as do fine grains of dust, and how the dunes assume and maintain their
own especial shapes.’

R.A.Bagnold (1941)
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1. Basic Principles of Structure Formation

1.1. Introduction

To understand the physical mechanisms that govern sedimentary bedform formation,
we have to discuss the interaction between fluid flow and sediment. For this purpose,
we will first highlight the characteristics of flows, then those of sediment and
sediment transport, and finally the coupling of hydrodynamic flow, the topography
and sediment transport, leading to the formation of bedforms.

First, we will give some insights into boundary layer physics and explain which
types of flows exist, and how a flat surface and a hill or undulating topography
often found in nature affect these flows.
Then, our focus will shift to granular matter: the sediment types involved in
structure formation, the forces acting on a single particle at rest on a granular
bed, and those necessary to transport this particle. Once lifted, the conditions for
continuous transport of the grain and the variety of transport mechanisms resulting
from the interaction with the surrounding grains will give us a deeper insight into
the physics of sediment transport.
In the penultimate section, we will combine the previous building blocks and
examine the interaction between fluid, topography, and sediment transport. Finally,
we will highlight characteristic length scales that influence structure formation and
the typical morphologies that arise from them.
After these three sections, we will be able to answer the following questions:

1. How can fluid flow at a boundary be described? (sec. 1.2)

2. How do properties of granular matter affect aeolian structure formation? (sec.
1.3)

3. How does the interaction between topography and fluid flow lead to the
formation of ripples and dunes? (sec. 1.4)

Finally, based on these three sections, we will discuss our approach taken in this
work and answer two further questions: which particle system can self-organize
into structures in a low-speed wind tunnel on a centimeter-sized test surface? And
which specific wind tunnel setup do we need for this purpose?

14



1.2. Boundary Layer Physics

1.2. Boundary Layer Physics

This section covers the field of boundary layer theory, focusing on fluids flowing
close to a surface. We will not consider large-scale atmospheric effects influencing
the flow, such as the Coriolis or thermal effects or the impact of storms. In both
turbulent and laminar boundary layer flows, many different morphologies evolve in
the presence of loose sediment. Some appear in both boundary layers over several
orders of magnitude [2]. To understand this, we will first look at the different types
of flow and their characteristics: laminar and turbulent flows in contact with a flat
surface and, later, the influence of a hill on the flow behavior. At the end of this
section, it will become clear which unique properties and similarities a flow can
have across diverse fluids and which relevance this has for the upcoming chapters.
Finally, we will answer the following questions:

1. How are different types of flows characterized?

2. What are the effects of a surface on the fluid flow?

3. To what extent does the roughness of a surface disturb the flow?

4. How does the flow respond to the presence of a hill or complex topography?

We follow the structure and didactic approach of the textbook by authors Pye and
Tsor ’Aeolian Sand and Sand Dunes’ [2]. The descriptions of the basics are drawn
from this textbook unless stated otherwise.

1.2.1. Laminar and Turbulent Boundary Layer

A fluid is defined as a substance that deforms under an applied shear force. The
characteristic material property of fluids is the dynamic viscosity, which is a measure
of its ability to resist deformation [13]. Although it is reasonable to model fluids
as a continuum, i.e., modeling large-scale motion patterns and neglecting discrete
particle dynamics, interactions on a molecular level are still significant.

15



1. Basic Principles of Structure Formation

Consider a steady flow, i.e., the velocity does not change with time, flowing parallel
to a smooth surface. The macroscopic flow will tend to move in thin layers, which
do not disrupt each other. But the adjacent layers still interact at a molecular level,
i.e., momentum transport arises through the motion and interaction of molecules at
the interface. This interaction results in mixing and is the origin of viscosity [13].

The example given above is known as viscous, stratified, or laminar flow. The flow
is stratified if there is little or no mixing between the layers. This is primarily
the case for low flow velocities or high fluid viscosities. Figure 1.1 illustrates how
viscous shear stresses arise. Due to molecular friction, the lowest thin layer adheres
to the ground, and a linear velocity gradient develops. A force per unit area must
be applied to overcome viscosity for the layers of thickness dz to slide past each
other. The velocity gradient dU/dz is also known as the shear rate and is the cause
of the resulting shear stress τ :

τ = µ
dU

dz
, viscous shear stress (1.1)

with the dynamic viscosity µ as a proportionality factor and fluid velocity U . The
kinematic viscosity is given by the dynamic viscosity divided by the fluid density
(ν = µ/ρ) and is introduced to simplify the comparability between different fluids.
ν equals 1.45 × 10−5 m2 s−1 for air and is a factor 10 higher underwater.

The flow obeys Newton’s laws, i.e., inertial forces must overcome viscous forces
to sustain motion. The ratio between inertial and viscous forces is defined as a
dimensionless number named after Osborne Reynolds.

Re = ρLU

µ
= LU

ν
, Reynolds Number (1.2)

where L is the characteristic length and depends on the investigated flow scale and
fluid density ρ. Equation (1.2) describes whether a fully developed flow condition
leads to a laminar or turbulent flow. For small Reynolds numbers, viscous effects
dominate, and the flow is laminar; for large Reynolds numbers, the stratification is
disturbed by eddies through non-directional and random velocity fluctuations in
time and space. In this case, the macroscopic exchange is dominant, in which the
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1.2. Boundary Layer Physics

Figure 1.1.: Adjacent fluid layers sliding past each other. The lowest thin layer adheres
to the ground, which results in a linear velocity gradient. Figure inspired by Pye and
Tsoar [2].

viscous shear stress becomes negligible. The transition from laminar to turbulent
flow occurs at a Reynolds number greater than 6000 (critical Re). Since there is a
momentum exchange between the layers in turbulent flows, the total mean shear
stress is composed of both viscous and turbulent shear stresses:

τ̃ = τ + τt = (µ + η)(dŨ/dz), mean shear stress. (1.3)

The first term corresponds to equation (1.1), while the second term includes the
so-called eddy viscosity η, representing the rate of turbulence [14]. In addition, the
averaged velocity Ũ is introduced to cover the contribution of turbulent fluctuations.
Determining the fluctuating component is complex but can be modeled using the
mixing length theory of Prandtl and colleagues [15]. The eddy viscosity is interpreted
as a mixing length, representing the characteristic distance that a fluid element
travels before it interacts and mixes with the surrounding fluid, similar to the
mean free path. Figure 1.2 shows both flow types in comparison. The distinction
between laminar and turbulent flows is thus based on the ability of the adjacent
layers to mix. While in laminar flows, the viscous shear stresses keep the fluid

17



1. Basic Principles of Structure Formation

particles within one layer, and interaction appears only on a molecular level at the
layer interfaces; in turbulent flows, an intense mixing develops across layers on a
macroscopic scale. A laminar flow is only stable if externally imposed perturbations
can be damped out [13].

Figure 1.2.: Schematic comparing laminar and turbulent flow. Left: A laminar flow in
which the adjacent layers do not mix. Right: Turbulent eddies induce intense mixing of
the layers. The stratification of the flow is disturbed.

Furthermore, we characterize a flow by the relative magnitude of inertial and
gravity effects, which is the definition of the Froude number:

Fr = U2
∞

gL
, Froude number (1.4)

with the undisturbed velocity far from the surface U∞, the characteristic length L,
mostly the depth of the flow, and the gravitational acceleration g. In water with
a free surface, this ratio of inertial to gravitational forces plays a significant role
in describing the state of a flow disturbance [13, 16] and thus the emergence of
bedforms [17].

At the beginning of the section, we implicitly mentioned the concept of a boundary
layer using the example of laminar flow. In 1904, Ludwig Prandtl introduced
this very concept in a lecture at the Heidelberg Mathematical Congress [18]. He
simplified the treatment of complex flow equations by separating the flow field over
a surface into two regions:

1. the outer layer, in which viscous friction losses are negligible, and the flow is
considered inviscid and

2. the inner layer very close to the surface, where viscous effects near the wall
dominate.

18



1.2. Boundary Layer Physics

A fluid flowing along a wall forms a boundary layer where viscous effects are
responsible for developing a velocity profile perpendicular to the wall, regardless
of flow type. Figure 1.3 visualizes a plane wall’s impact on an incoming fluid and
the resulting transition from a laminar into a turbulent boundary layer. In this
illustration, the thickness of the boundary layer increases from laminar to turbulent.
This difference can be explained by the induced eddy disturbances, which increase
the vertical distance to the undisturbed flow. A viscous sublayer can remain in
the turbulent boundary layer as long as the surface is smooth. The inner layer
corresponds to the region in which viscous terms remain relevant in the Navier-
Stokes equation. Thus, the division into the inner and outer layer simplifies the
solution of boundary layer problems since viscous effects are only considered in the
near-surface region.

Figure 1.3.: Once a fluid encounters a surface (dark blue), a boundary layer develops
in which the velocity at the plate decelerates due to viscous effects. The initial laminar
stratification is disturbed by eddies, and only a viscous sublayer remains in the turbulent
boundary layer in which stratification is maintained. The thickness of the hydrodynamic
boundary layer (black envelop) increases due to the vortices generated. The black arrows
indicate the main flow direction. Reproduced from reference [19].

At the fluid-solid boundary, a no-slip condition holds, i.e., the velocity is zero
relative to the boundary. Above the boundary the fluid velocity increases until it
converges to the undisturbed main stream velocity U∞, far away from the boundary.
In both cases, shear forces are caused by the velocity gradient, which is larger in
the turbulent than in the laminar case.
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1. Basic Principles of Structure Formation

Figure 1.4 illustrates the origin of the different velocity gradients and originates
from a series of experiments in fluid mechanics performed by Abernathy [20]. The
response of an incoming flow onto a flat plate is visualized using hydrogen bubbles
generated by electrolysis. The bottom picture shows a laminar boundary layer; the
upper flow was tripped with a wire and thus corresponds to a turbulent boundary
layer. The motion in the latter case is unsteady, while the laminar boundary layer
shows no interruptions. A superposition of several individual lines is shown on
the right side of the image 1.4. The resulting mean velocity profile shows a larger
gradient (=larger wall shear stress) for the turbulent layer than for the laminar
layer.

Figure 1.4.: Comparison of a laminar and turbulent boundary layer profile, visualized
by hydrogen bubbles generated by electrolysis along wires perpendicular to the plate.
The profiles correspond to a) a single snapshot of the flow and b) the superposition of
many profiles together with the mean velocity profile. Modified for better visibility from
reference [20].

The turbulent boundary layer can be described by equation (1.5). It is known as
the Kármán-Prandtl logarithmic velocity profile or simply law of the wall, where
κ is von Kármán’s constant, u∗ the shear velocity, z0 the roughness length, U the
wind velocity above a certain height z.

U(z) = u∗

κ
ln
(

z

z0

)
, law of the wall. (1.5)
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1.2. Boundary Layer Physics

The shear velocity, which has the dimensions of a velocity, characterizes the flow
and is a measure of the shear stress τ0 at the surface:

u∗ = (τ0/ρ)1/2, shear velocity (1.6)

with the fluid density ρ. The general validity of equation (1.5) allows us to measure
the shear stress indirectly via the flow velocity [21]. For an estimation of the shear
velocity, which is directly related to the shear stress as given in equation (1.6),
velocity measurements at different heights are necessary. Plotting ln(z) against U(z)
gives the shear velocity as the slope of the linear plot.

The thickness of the boundary layer is defined by reaching 99% of the mean stream
velocity. For smooth surfaces, the thickness of the viscous sublayer in the turbulent
boundary layer is approximately:

δν ∼ ν

u∗
, thickness of the viscous sublayer. (1.7)

Under aeolian conditions on Earth the thickness of the viscous sublayer is approx-
imately ∼0.4 mm and ∼2 mm on Mars [22]. In this region, the velocity profile is
linear:

U(z) = u∗

δν

z, linear velocity profile. (1.8)

In the turbulent boundary layer, the viscous sublayer is maintained under an
aerodynamically smooth boundary but is disturbed in the presence of a rough
surface. Figure 1.5 illustrates this situation. Particles induce turbulence by forming
vortices, which favors the mixing of the adjacent layers and thus destroys/disrupts
the viscous sublayer.

The grain-based Reynolds number describes whether a surface is hydrodynamically
smooth or rough and is given by:

Red = u∗d

ν
, grain-based Reynolds number. (1.9)

The roughness of a surface is in direct relation to the roughness length z0, given in
equation (1.5). For smooth conditions, the hydrodynamic roughness is z0 = 0.11δν
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1. Basic Principles of Structure Formation

and depends solely on the thickness of the viscous sublayer [12]. For particle
diameters larger than 10 δν this dependence vanishes and the roughness, for fixed
grains, is given by z0 = 0.03 − 0.1d [12]. A moving layer of grains, however,
increases the roughness z0 [12]. Turbulent flows are present in all natural flows.

Figure 1.5.: Fluid flowing over grains lying on a surface. Left: particles with a small
diameter do not disturb the flow in the viscous sublayer. The flow is said to be hydro-
dynamically smooth. Right: As larger particles cause turbulence, particle scale eddies
disrupt the viscous sublayer. This is known as a hydrodynamically rough surface.

A laminar flow can be disturbed already by small disturbances of the surface
at wind speeds of 0.1 m s−1. Nevertheless, this does not imply that the observed
structures, both of aeolian and subaqueous nature, were always formed under
turbulent flows [23]. Lajeunesse et al. [23] investigated the morphodynamics of
bedforms formed underwater and showed that several laminar flow analogues of
turbulent flow morphologies exist. However, for a deeper insight into the mechanism
of structure formation under both flow types, some building blocks are still missing
and will be addressed in the coming sections.

1.2.2. Flow over an Isolated Hill

So far, we only discussed fluids flowing over a flat surface. However, a hill or complex
topography causes variations in the shear stress, which ultimately affects the erosion
and growth of a sandhill. Therefore, we will provide a qualitative description of
the treatment of flows over hills, allowing a better understanding of the interaction
between flow and topography.

Figure 1.6 shows a simplified illustration of a fluid flowing over the hill. Bernoulli’s
principle [2] can be applied, assuming that the flow is incompressible and turbulent
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1.2. Boundary Layer Physics

fluctuations can be averaged to a mean flow in one flow direction (streamline
representation). This law is also valid for air flows since at wind speeds up to
60 m s−1 the compressibility of air is negligible [2].

Figure 1.6.: Flow over a smooth hill. The streamlines narrow towards the crest. The fluid
volume flowing from left to right with velocity U1 passing through area a1 must be the
same as the one passing through a2 with velocity U2. Inspired from reference [2].

The continuity equation for this system can be described as U1a1 = U2a2 = const,
obeying the law of conservation. The converging flow lines in figure 1.6 imply an
increase in velocity, whereas the diverging indicate a decrease (the opposite is true
for the pressure). The total pressure pt is obtained from the sum of the static ps

and the dynamic pressure pdyn:

pt = ps + pdyn = ps + 1
2ρU2 = const., Bernoulli equation. (1.10)

As long as viscous forces dominate over inertial forces, a flow generally follows the
contour of a body [24]. The higher the Reynolds number, the more inertial forces
dominate over viscosity, with the result that at sufficiently high Reynolds numbers,
even streamlined bodies experience a separation of the flow. A fluid flowing over a
semi-cylinder develops a boundary layer due to viscous shearing in the presence
of a surface, as illustrated in figure 1.7. The upper limit of the boundary layer is
represented by the streamline adjacent to the surface. The previous assumption
(Bernoulli effect) still holds: the flow velocity increases in the direction of the crest
(highest elevation point of the hill) while a decreasing pressure gradient forms.
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Figure 1.7.: Sketch of a fluid flowing over a semi-cylinder and the separation of flow.
From point A to B: the flow accelerates, the pressure decreases and a thin boundary layer
develops; the opposite is true from point B to S. At point S the flow separates, causing
a reversed flow and a recirculation bubble on the downwind side of the semi-cylinder.
Inspired from reference [2].

The flow can again be separated into the inner and outer flow, each affecting the
other, respectively. In Figure 1.7, the velocity is lowest at point A, i.e., the static
pressure is high. Along the semi-cylinder from point A to B, the acceleration of
the flow comes with decreasing pressure and a thin boundary layer. After point B,
the cross-section of the cylinder decreases, the flow slows down, the static pressure
increases again, and the thickness of the boundary layer thickens downwind. The
flow separation occurs at point S, where the retraction of the flow leads to a
disappearing wall shear stress; the flow is no longer attached to the body’s surface.
As soon as the flow can no longer follow the profile, it detaches from its surface, and
a reversed flow emerges. After a certain distance, the flow reattaches to the ground,
leaving a turbulent recirculation bubble in its wake. The presence and intensity of
the flow separation depend strongly on the body’s geometry. For example, a flow
over an ellipsoidal shape tapers downstream and is known as a streamlined body.
Dunes induce boundary-layer separation, which results in a trap for sediments in
the recirculation bubble.
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The seminal work of Jackson and Hunt [25] lead to a deeper understanding of
boundary layer flow over hills. Figure 1.8 shows the underlying concept of their
analytical model for neutral flow over a rough hill: the division of the flow into
a thin inner layer and the outer layer, far from the surface. On the left side of
figure 1.8 three velocity profiles are sketched. U∞ corresponds to the undisturbed
free stream velocity, U0 to the velocity in the absence of the hill, and UB(z) to
the perturbed flow velocity changing with height z. The velocity profile becomes
strongly curved from the outside inwards with increasing height (see figure 1.7 for
comparison).

Figure 1.8.: Sketch of main regions of a turbulent flow over a hill. In the case of a
hydrodynamic smooth surface, a thin viscous sublayer remains. The flow can be divided
into two regions: the inner and outer layer. The shear stress maximum τmax lies before
the crest hmax. For explanations of the velocity profiles on the left side, see text. Drawn
after reference [26].

The main finding was to treat the flow in the outer layer as an inviscid, irrotational
velocity field dominated by fluid inertia, known as potential flow, and consider
turbulent Reynolds stresses only in the inner layer. For each layer, the scaling
analysis provides different leading order terms, which results in separate solutions
in the inner and outer layer [25, 27]. By asymptotically matching the inner and
outer layer, the overall solution gives the result that the shear stress in the inner
layer reaches its maximum upstream before the crest [25]. The velocity is largest
above the crest, and the streamlines follow the topography. The upstream shift of
the shear stress, also measured and confirmed in the field [28], is followed by the
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saturation of the sediment flux with a delay [29]. In the case that the maximum
saturation flux is reached before the crest, sediment deposition results in the growth
of bedforms. This relationship will be discussed in more detail in section 1.4. For
a deeper insight into the development in the field of boundary layer flows over
complex topography, see the review by Finnigan et al. [27].
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1.3. Granular Matter and Sediment Transport

Similar to the section on boundary layer theory, the research fields of granular
matter and sediment transport both cover entire textbooks [3, 30–33]. The questions
addressed in this section focus on those properties of granular matter that influence
structure formation. We will answer the following questions in the next section:

1. What types of sediment are involved in structure formation?

2. Which forces control the dynamics of sediment transport?

3. What limits the transport of particles in a fluid?

4. What are the possible transport modes of sediments in a fluid?

After a brief introduction to the characteristics of sand, an insight into the forces
acting on a particle at rest will reveal the conditions required for its transport.
Once lifted by the fluid, the particle interactions with the surrounding grains and
the resulting transport modes will shed light upon the preconditions leading to
the instability of an erodible bed. We will introduce dimensionless parameters that
simplify the comparison of sediment transport characteristics in water and air.

1.3.1. Grains and the Onset of Motion

Granular matter is a generic term for the collection of macroscopic particles that
exhibit disorder at grain level but behave like a solid or fluid in aggregation [3].
Typical examples of granular media are rice, coffee, cornflakes, sand, sugar, flour,
and powder, all of which share many fundamental properties. Still, there are
significant differences in the type of interactions, depending on the particles’ size,
density, and shape, which requires further differentiation. Andreotti, Forterre, and
Pouliquen [3] refer in their textbook ’Granular Media’ to all particles larger than
100 µm as granular matter, whereas smaller particles with a diameter between 1 to
100 µm are referred to as powders [3].
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Sand belongs to the category of granular matter and is a loose, unconsolidated
material with a diameter of 62.5 to 2000 µm. Although the mineral composition is
not decisive for the definition of sand, the majority in nature consists of quartz
grains [2]. The origin of sand lies in physical, chemical, and biological weathering
processes, in which rock fragments and the remaining loose material decompose
into smaller grain sizes. We refer to the deposited grains as sediment. During
transportation sedimentary grains are sorted according to their size, density, and
their shape [2].

In order to interpret sedimentary bedforms correctly in a paleoenvironmental
context, an understanding of the physical characteristics of individual grains and
the composition of the particle population is required [2]. For example, the grain
shape, its roundness, and surface texture influences the porosity and the packing
distribution (see chapter 3.2 of reference [2]). Aeolian sand dunes mostly consist of
moderately to well-sorted sand of size 70 to 250 µm. Silt and clay are not found in
large quantities in aeolian dunes, as they tend to be entrained in suspension by the
wind (see transport mechanisms in the next section) [2].

Figure 1.9.: A sand particle resting on a bed of other particles experiences four forces:
gravitational Fg, and interparticle forces Fip and aerodynamic drag Fd and lift Fl forces
(indicated by thick black arrows). If the aerodynamic forces exceed the other two forces,
the particle will first pivot around point P and then be entrained into the flow direction.
Drawn after reference [22].
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Whether the surrounding fluid entrains a particle or not depends mainly on the
balance between gravitational, interparticle, drag and lift forces. Figure 1.9 shows a
schematic of a loose grain resting on a bed of similar particles. To move a grain out
of its pocket and initiate motion, the hydrodynamic lift Fl and drag forces Fd must
exceed gravitational Fg and interparticle forces Fip [31, 34]. The latter describes
attractive forces between particles and between particles and surfaces, which arise
mainly due to van der Waals interactions, electrostatic forces, and capillary bridges
[3].

As soon as the hydrodynamic forces dominate, the particle begins to pivot around
point P and is then entrained by the fluid. This transport is initialized whenever
the fluid reaches a value above the fluid or static threshold [2, 3, 22, 35]. This
threshold can be derived from the force balance at the moment of lift-off and takes
the following form:

rdFd ≈ rg(Fg − Fl) + ripFip (1.11)

where rd, rg and rip are the moments arms proportional to the particle diameter
dp. The effective gravitational force is given by equation (1.12) and takes buoyancy
forces into account:

Fg = π

6 (ρp − ρf )gd3 (1.12)

where ρp and ρf are the densities of the particle and fluid respectively and g is
the gravitational acceleration. The drag forces exerted by a fluid on a particle
protruding into the flow is described by:

Fd = Kdρfd2u2
∗ (1.13)

where Kd is a dimensionless coefficient (for specific values see table 3.1 in reference
[31]) and u∗ is the shear velocity (see equation (1.6)). The fluid threshold, first
derived by Bagnold [1], is obtained by combining equations (1.11) to (1.13):

u∗ft = Aft

√
ρp − ρf

ρf

gd, fluid threshold (1.14)

where Aft is a function of interparticle forces, lift forces, and the Reynolds number
of the flow [31]. For loose sand on Earth, interparticle forces become negligibly
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small and Aft is ≈ 0.1 in air and 0.2 in water [36]. There is also the dynamic
threshold for saltation transport, which describes the shear velocity needed to
sustain saltation after initiation. The fluid threshold is higher than the dynamic
threshold in the case of aeolian saltation transport [3]. Bagnold’s equation has been
continuously improved and developed so that today there are various expressions
based on equation (1.14) (see table 1 of reference [22]). A widely used, semi-empirical
expression developed by Shao and Lu [34] includes the parameter γ, which scales
with the strength of the interparticle forces:

u∗ft = AN ·
√

gd
ρp − ρf

ρf

+ γ

ρfd
(1.15)

where γ has a value between 1.65 × 10−4 to 5 × 10−4 N m−1 for dry, loose dust
and sand on Earth and AN = 0.111, which is close to the original value obtained
by Bagnold [1, 34]. For aeolian conditions and particle sizes of about ∼ 70 to
100 µm, equation (1.15) yields a minimum in the parabolic curve resulting from
the interparticle forces balancing the gravitational forces [34]. For grains of smaller
diameter, the increasing interparticle forces, and for larger grains, the increasing
gravitational forces must be overcome by the aerodynamic forces to initiate particle
transport. The incipient motion can also be expressed by the dimensionless Shields
number [37]. It represents the ratio between fluid forces and particle weight as a
dimensionless fluid threshold:

Θ ≡ τ

(ρp − ρf )gd
, Shields number (1.16)

with the shear stress τ .

1.3.2. Sediment Transport Mechanisms

The dominant transport mechanism depends on the diameter and density of the
grain and the characteristics of the surrounding fluid. Sediment transport occurs
close to the surface when gravitational forces dominate and confine transport to
a layer close to the ground [2]. If hydrodynamic forces dominate, eddies moving
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through the transport layers due to turbulent flow can support the weight of
the sediment, thus keeping them indefinitely in the fluid without contacting the
ground. This transport mode is known as suspension [2]. There are three forms
of trajectories resulting from bedload transport mode: saltation, reptation, and
bedload [2]. Figure 1.10 shows an overview of the possible transport mechanisms.

Figure 1.10.: Two different transport mechanisms, suspension and near-surface, and the
possible form of trajectories close to the bed (bedload, reptation and saltation). The
resulting movement of the grains depends on which forces dominate (see fig. 1.9). For a
more detailed explanation see text.

Saltation is the hopping motion of particles, which follow ballistic trajectories
before they impact upon the particle bed (see figure 1.11) [1]. The collision with
the surface causes the impacting particle to rebound and transfer energy to other
particles in the bed, resulting in their ejection. These grains release even more
particles from the bed (splash effect), which ultimately results in a retardation of
the wind speed (feedback effect) [38]. This complex process is the predominant
transport mechanism responsible for forming aeolian dunes.
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Figure 1.11.: High-speed images of a sand particle colliding with a sand bed. After the
impact, the particle rebounds and splashes other sand particles from the bed. The time
step between two subsequent images is 4 ms. Reprinted with permission from [39].

As soon as gravity and interparticle forces dominate, grains tend to be dragged
along by the fluid and roll in direct contact with the surface on the particle bed.
This type of motion is often referred to as bedload or creep in fluvial based research
or as fluid drag, mostly in aeolian context [1, 3, 40]. The formation of subaqueous
ripples is attributed to this very mechanism [3]. The same forces dominate in the
case of reptation, which describes a creeping movement over the surface, including
small hops. However, the origin of this motion type lies in the energy transfer of
saltating grains that impact the bed and induce the motion to the creeping particles
[1]. This type of trajectory is known to be the main cause for aeolian impact ripple
formation [1].

1.3.3. The Saturation Length

In each case, the moving layer of particles leads to momentum exchange between
grains and fluid and a balance of erosion and deposition. As a result, the flux of
particles reaches a saturated state, the saturated flux qsat. However, the mechanism
controlling saturated transport differs between saltation and bedload. During
saltation, energy is dissipated through collisions with other grains, and saturation
is reached by statistically replacing each grain with a new grain after a collision
[41]. In bedload transport, the motion of the grains takes place in a mobile layer on
top of a static bed (see figure 1.12), in which the grains are at rest [3]. As a result,
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the fluid shear stress decreases at the interface between the two layers, resulting in
a saturation once the transport threshold is reached.

Figure 1.12.: Bedload transport near transport threshold (a) and far from the threshold
(b). Once in motion, transport takes place in a mobile layer on top of the static bed.
Credits: M. Pailha. Reprinted with permission from [3].

The flux does not adapt instantaneously to changes in the local shear velocity
changes, so it only relaxes to its saturated value after a time tsat, and a length
lsat, known as the saturation length lsat [1, 42–47]. In practice, the flow is never
far from its saturated value, and a first-order relaxation equation can model the
process [43, 48]:

tsat
∂q

∂t
+ lsat

∂q

∂x
= qsat − q. (1.17)

The saturation time tsat is negligible compared to the time scales at which bedforms
form. For this reason, we can study the hydrodynamics and sediment transport by
considering the topography as fixed [12, 49, 50].

Figure 1.13 illustrates a simple method to determine the saturation length exper-
imentally, as suggested by authors Andreotti et al. [47]. There is a fixed bed in
front of the erodible bed; the wind flows from left to right. The erosion rate profile
can be determined from the elevation profiles h(x, t) at different points downwind
at regular time intervals. The sediment flux q(x) can be obtained by:

q(x) = −
∫ x

0
∂th(ξ)dξ. (1.18)
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The lower plot in figure 1.13 shows the particle flux versus distance downwind.
The flux relaxes to the saturated flux after lsat. Fitting the measurements to an
exponential law of the form qsat(1 − exp(−(x − x0)/lsat)) gives the saturated flux
qsat and the saturation length lsat.

Figure 1.13.: Experimental setup to measure the sand flux as a function of space. lsat is the
length needed to relax to the saturated flux qsat. The lower plot shows the approximate
shape of qsat.

There are numerical and theoretical models that reliably predict the saturation
length. In particular, the equations introduced below have been tested against
experimental data from the laboratory and field. Here, we distinguish between the
saturation length for bedload and saltation.

An expression for the aeolian saturation length as a function of average sediment
velocity in the limit of large u ∗ /ut is given by authors Pähtz et al. [46]:

laeol
sat ≈ 3cvV 2

s [µg]−1 (1.19)

with the parameter cv ≈ 1.3, Vs the average particle velocity towards its steady
state value, the gravitational acceleration g and the Coulomb friction coefficient
µ ≈ 1 as an empirical quantity [46]. Following this model, authors Duran Vinent
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et al. [10] implement this relationship in their numerical model and determine an
expression that is fitted to wind tunnel and field measurements:

lsat

d
= asu

2
t

gd
≈ assΘ (1.20)

with Θ the threshold Shields number (eq. 1.16) and the particle-fluid density
ratio:

s = ρp

ρf

. (1.21)

The calibration against experimental measurements and field data yields as =
210 ± 40 for sand in air [10, 47]. Assuming that the particles accelerate to the wind
speed by turbulent drag, the saturation length scales with the drag length:

lsat ∼ ldrag = ρp

ρf

d = sd (1.22)

where ldrag is the distance an entrained grain needs to reach wind velocity [48]. For
subaqueous bedload, the expression for the saturation length according to Pähtz
et al. [46] takes the following form:

lsubaq
sat = [2s + 1]cvVsVrsF [µ(s − 1)g]−1 (1.23)

with Vrs the steady state value of the relative velocity Vr, the value F depending
on Vrs, cv ≈ 1.7 and the Coulomb friction coefficient for subaqueous cases µ ≈ 0.5.
For a detailed specification of the respective values, see reference [46].

In the numerical model of Duran Vinent et al. [10] the bedload expression is
obtained by fitting the model to bedform wavelengths measured in experiments:

lsat

d
= abRed

Ga1.2 (1.24)

with the particle Reynolds number Red = du∗/ν as introduced in section 1.2 and the
proportionality constant ab = 140 (for a detailed derivation of ab, see supplement
of reference [10]).
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1.3.4. Dependence of Transport Onset on Transport
Mechanism

The onset of grain movement depends on the transport mechanism and leads
to different Shields numbers. Recently, authors Pähtz and Duran [51] studied
the sediment transport threshold for an extensive range of particle-fluid density
ratios and provided a general threshold diagram that applies to any environmental
condition. This simplifies considerably the determination of a threshold value in
environments where shear stress cannot be measured [51]. It thus provides a way
to predict the transport mechanism of any particle system in any fluid. In the
following, we will briefly outline the relevant parameters.

The Galileo number is introduced as a dimensionless parameter, which compares
the effects of gravity to fluid viscosity and can be interpreted as a settling velocity
Reynolds number [51]:

Ga ≡

√
(s − 1)gd3

ν
= Red√

Θ
, Galileo number (1.25)

with the particle-fluid density ratio s = ρp/ρf , the gravitational acceleration g, the
particle diameter d, the kinematic viscosity ν, the grain-based Reynolds number
Red (eq. (1.9)) and the Shields number Θ (eq. 1.16). The combination of the Galileo
number Ga and the square root of the particle-fluid density ratio

√
sGa, introduced

as Stokes-like number by authors Pähtz and Duran, captures the transition from
bedload to saltation transport [51–53].

Figure 1.14 shows the rebound threshold Θr
t as a function of the Stokes-like number

√
sGa [51]. The colored code indicates the parameter S, representing the respective

contribution of the hopping particles in the transport layer and thus the intensity
of intergranular contacts. For saltation, the parameter is S ≥ 0.9, as contacts are
negligible, and bedload transport S < 0.9, since in this case, contacts become
significant. The different lines correspond to various particle-fluid-density ratios
s. The rebound threshold refers to the threshold value for the cessation of bulk
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Figure 1.14.: General threshold diagram showing the rebound threshold Θr
t as a function of

the Stokes-like number
√

sGa. The colored code S represents the intensity of intergranular
contact. The threshold and corresponding transport mechanism is controlled mainly by
the ability of particles to hop (parameter S ≥ 0.9 means mainly hopping movement,
S < 0.9 corresponds to grain movement close to the bed) and the behavior of the grain in
specific environments (fluid-density ratio and Galileo number). Reprinted with permission
from reference [51].

sediment transport. Since the fluid loses energy due to rebounding particles, there is
a minimum fluid shear stress that must be overcome to maintain transport [51].
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1.4. Physics of Ripple and Dune Formation

We outlined the conditions for sediment transport mechanisms and will now discuss
the formation of subaqueous bedforms and aeolian dunes. In the last section,
we explained that the particle flux relaxes after a certain length, known as the
saturation length lsat, to its saturated flux. How does this affect the formation of
bedforms? In the following, we will take a closer look at the interaction between
topography and fluid flow and answer the following questions:

1. What is the fluid’s hydrodynamic response to a smooth or rough topography?

2. Which characteristic length scales are involved in the formation of structures
of different sizes?

3. Which morphologies emerge when structures form in a self-organized way?

Impact ripples have a different transport mechanism, as briefly outlined in section
1.3, and will be out of the scope of this thesis. The discussion refers exclusively to
aeolian dunes and subaqueous ripples and dunes. From here on, we will use the
term ripple to denote subaqueous ripples unless stated otherwise.

1.4.1. Instability and the Formation of Bedforms

Sedimentary bedforms are formed wherever a fluid flows with sufficiently large
shear forces over an erodible bed. During this process, undulations are formed
whose crests define a characteristic wavelength transverse to the flow direction.
These so-called surface waves have been extensively studied in laminar [44] and
turbulent regimes underwater [17, 44, 49, 54] and in aeolian environments [10, 45,
48, 55] and can be understood as linear instability.

Even over a hill with a small amplitude, the flow is disturbed and accelerates on the
windward side, which increases sand flux. The shear velocity maximum lies before
the crest [25], and the sand flux reaches its saturated value only after a distance
lsat [29, 42, 56]. Thus, we can identify two zones, which result in either erosion of
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the entire hump or deposition of sand and thus growth of the hump. These two
mechanisms are the origin of the wavelength selection of incipient dunes.

Duran Vinent et al. [10] recently presented a model that captures bedform formation
with only two dimensionless parameters: the grain-based Reynolds number Red and
the rescaled saturation length lsatu∗/ν [10]. This model provides insight into the
hydrodynamic conditions to which bedforms are subjected to in different planetary
environments and also allows an estimation of the possible bedforms that can
emerge in laboratory experiments. In the following, the model’s main aspects are
outlined, based on the articles in references [10, 12, 57], unless stated otherwise.

Figure 1.15.: Shear stress variation τ/τ0 over a smooth sinusoidal bottom (gray) (a)
Measurements for 2ζ0/λ = 0.0125 (red squares) and 0.05 (blue squares) together with the
best fit (solid lines). (b) Measurements for 2ζ0/λ = 0.2 (circles) and large-eddy simulation
for 2ζ0/λ = 0.0125 (dotted line), 0.1 (dashed line), and 0.2 (solid line). Reprinted with
permission from reference [12], see references therein for details.

For a wavy surface of the form ζ = ζ0cos(kx), the response of the disturbed flow
for weak amplitudes (kζ0 < 0.1) is sinusoidal. The flow shows a linear response and
is phase-shifted compared to the topography [12]. This shift is a direct effect of the
viscous forces causing the shear stress to be phase-advanced and peak upstream of
the crest, as discussed in section 1.2.2. The shear stress τb is described by:

τb = 1
2(τ̂ eikx + τ̂ ∗e−ikx), τ̂ = τ0(A + iB)kζ0 (1.26)

with the bottom shear stress τ0, with the hydrodynamic coefficients A and B are
functions of the wavenumber k = 2π/λ [12, 29, 49, 57–59]. They are generically
positive, which indicates that the shear stress over a topography is greater than over
a flat surface (A > 0), and the maximum shear stress is located upstream of the
crest (B > 0) [3]. The response of the shear stress to a wavy topography is shown in
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figure 1.15. The symbols denote measurements; the lines are fitted. There is a direct
linear response for gentle slopes (a), and for larger slopes (b), harmonics grow, and
the phase advance decreases. This phase advance is independent of the type of flow
(turbulent or laminar) and arises close to the bed in the inner layer due to viscous
effects (see section 1.2) [12]. A and B depend only on the parameter kz0, i.e., on
the ratio of roughness length to wavelength, assuming that the vertical extent of
the fluid is much larger than the penetration depth of the flow disturbance.

Figure 1.16 shows measurements and theoretical predictions of the two shear
stress components; four different hydrodynamic regions are distinguished depending
on kz0: viscous, inertial, transitional, and the turbulent regime [10]. The shear
stress modulation over a sinusoidal bottom shows a distinct transition between
the laminar regime, i.e., at small wavelengths and large wavenumbers, and the
turbulent regime, vice versa (10−5 < kz0 < 10−3). Experimental data (blue and
green symbols) confirm the predicted model in the limit of Red = 0 (black) and
Red → ∞ (blue). The inset in figure 1.16 shows the phase shift tan−1(B/A) in
degrees, which is positive for almost all kz0. The phase becomes negative within a
narrow range, which will be discussed a few paragraphs further down.

This result can be interpreted as follows: at small wavelengths, the flow disturbance
can be confined close to the surface, and turbulent fluctuations can be neglected [12,
24, 61]. This applies to laminar flows but also to the viscous sublayer in turbulent
flows. In this case, the inner layer is equivalent to a thin layer close to the surface
and is dominated by viscous stresses. In the outer layer, where inertia dominates,
the flow is treated as a potential flow (see sec. 1.2.2). The thickness of the inner
layer δi is approximately:

δi ≈
(

δ2
ν

k

)1/3

(1.27)

with the viscous length δν = ν/u∗. In the turbulent regime, i.e., large wavelengths,
Reynolds stresses have to be taken into account, and the flow disturbance takes
place far beyond the surface, resulting in a much thicker inner layer. A recent finding
confirmed that this is true for both smooth and rough hydrodynamical roughness
z0 [57]. The transitional regime is between the two regions, where the disturbance
partially penetrates the turbulent region, so neither viscous nor turbulent effects
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can be neglected. In this regime, there is a region where the maximum shear
stress shifts from upwind to downwind (tan−1(B/A) < 0). This is referred to as a
hydrodynamic anomaly by authors Duran Vinent et al. [10] and corresponds to
the transition of the disturbed flow from laminar on the upwind to turbulent on
the downwind side, as the streamlines diverge and turbulent fluctuations amplify.
Thus, the inner layer periodically changes from viscous to turbulent.

Figure 1.16.: Shear stress components of the shear stress modulation over a sinusoidal bed
(a) in-phase A and (b) in quadrature B as a function of wave number k rescaled by the
hydrodynamic roughness z0; (inset) phase shift tan−1(B/A) in degrees. Symbols: green
from experiments in the hydrodynamic smooth regime [58, 59] and blue in the rough
case [28, 60]. The solid lines are predictions of the proposed model by Duran Vinent et al.
[10] in the limit of Rd = 0 (black) and Rd → ∞ (blue). For further explanation, see text.
Reprinted with permission from reference [10].

These complex dynamics are illustrated in a simplified scheme in figure 1.17. Figure
1.17 shows a fluid’s hydrodynamic response to a smooth and rough topography.
The flow schematics are arranged in the plane spanned by the grain-based Reynolds
number Red and the wavelength Reynolds number Reλ = λu∗/ν; the fluid flows
from left to right. On the far left, the respective hydrodynamic response is shown:
from bottom to top, the wavelengths increase, which means that the structures
become larger and go through all responses from viscous to turbulent in the
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hydrodynamically smooth case. A viscous response is not possible if the surface is
rough since larger particles cause eddies on a particle scale and disturb the viscous
sublayer (see figure 1.5). The orange-colored region indicates the dominance of
viscous stresses, the color blue in this scheme represents dominant Reynolds stresses.
The outer layer is drawn in green above the inner layer in each image (except in
the viscous case at the bottom left).

Figure 1.17.: A schema showing the layered hydrodynamic response to the bed topography
as a function of Reλ = λu∗/ν and Red = u ∗ d/ν. The colors represent the dominant hy-
drodynamic mechanism that balances the pressure gradient modulation: viscous diffusion
(orange), inertia (green) or turbulent fluctuations (blue). The thickness of the layers is
not to scale. Reprinted with permission from reference [10].

We have outlined the hydrodynamic response of the fluid to a smooth and rough
topography, but which characteristic length scale affects bedform formation? Bed-
forms exposed to a fluid undergo continuous changes due to sediment transport.
The saturation of the particle flux does not occur instantaneously, is sensitive to
changes in shear stress, and adapts with a delay, as described in section 1.3. Figure
1.18 illustrates how the position of the shear stress shifted upwind results in the
offset of the maximum transport rate with respect to the highest point of the hill,
the crest. This longitudinal instability drives bedform evolution [56]. The distance
δτ between the crest and the maximum bed shear stress is proportional to the
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wavelength of the bedform and must be greater than the saturation length for
a sand hill not to be completely eroded. The growth conditions are thus given

Figure 1.18.: Flow over a hill (grey). The condition for bedform growth is fulfilled for
δτ > lsat. The maximum shear stress is positioned upwind; the spatial relaxation of the
maximum transport rate takes places after a length lsat. The shift of the maximum bed
shear stress to a downwind position and thus δτ < lsat leads to the erosion of the hill.
Redrawn after reference [10].

by δτ > lsat. The hydrodynamic anomaly described previously corresponds to the
displacement of the maximum shear stress downstream and results in a cessation
of bedform growth and thus δτ < lsat. However, this condition is only relevant
for the hydrodynamically smooth case, as rougher surfaces generate particle-scale
turbulent fluctuations, precluding any viscous response.

Figure 1.19 shows a phase diagram of ripples and dunes as a function of the
dimensionless parameters [10]. We will introduce the terms ripples and dunes in
the next section. Planetary conditions are shaded; experimental points show water
and water-glycerol mixture and aeolian data. The wavelengths at which bedforms
emerge in different environments under the action of various fluids depend on the
grain-based Reynolds number Red and the saturation length rescaled by the size of
the viscous sublayer, lsatu∗/ν . The first threshold results from the smooth-rough
transition at about Red ≈ 20 and the second from transport relaxation, which
stabilizes ripples (lsatu∗/ν ≈ 103). Both thresholds determine the appearance of
ripple-like or dune-like structures. In diagram 1.19, the respective grain-based
Reynolds numbers were corrected for the data points to include transport effects
(see in detail supplementary material of reference [10]).
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Figure 1.19.: A diagram of ripples and dunes in various environments as a function of
the rescaled saturation length lsatu∗/ν and the grain-based Reynolds number Red, which
is corrected to include transport effects (for details see attachment of ref. [10]). The
yellow area shows conditions for the presence of ripples and dunes; in the blue area only
dunes are possible. The symbols correspond to water and water-glycerine mixture data
(squares, circles, diamonds) and aeolian Earth data (triangles; initial dunes); both for
monodisperse sand. To denote the range for different planetary conditions, the areas are
shaded. Reprinted with permission from reference [10].

Figure 1.19 shows that bedforms with small wavelength Reynolds number Reλ are
governed by the same physics independent of the surrounding fluid and even of
the planetary environment. Some Martian bedforms are analogous to subaqueous
ripples. The size of these Martian bedforms and subaqueous ripples is selected
by the thickness of the viscous sublayer ν/u∗. Sediment transport is confined
within this layer, and the grains are mostly in contact with the particle bed. We
introduced this transport mechanism earlier as bedload (see section 1.3). As soon as
the response becomes turbulent, the grains’ motion range is not restrained to this
thin layer close to the bed surface, as eddies can lift the particles from the bed. The
transport layer differs for bedload and saltation, from a few micrometers to several
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centimeters in air. In contrast to ripples, the minimal size of dunes scales with the
saturation length lsat, which has been independently measured and modeled [47,
56, 62].

The morphodynamics described above in terms of instability is only valid for the
onset of formation. Once a mature bedform is formed, non-linear processes are
at work that can no longer be described by linear stability analysis [12]. During
the growth phase, an aspect ratio of the bedform is reached where the non-linear
hydrodynamic response leads to the formation of a recirculation bubble (see section
1.3) [12].

1.4.2. Bedforms under Unidirectional Flow

We encounter sedimentary bedforms of various sizes, which challenges the tradi-
tional terminology to distinguish ripples from dunes. Ripples are said to be those
bedforms that are centimeters in size, as opposed to dunes, which can range from
a few to hundreds of meters [2]. However, we observe bedforms of different sizes
on planets such as Mars or Venus, in laboratory experiments underwater and
pressurized wind tunnel [4, 63–68], some of them with ripple length scales and the
morphology of meter-sized dunes and mid-sized Martian bedforms, whose origin is
still ambiguous.

Based on the work of Duran Vinent et al. [10], the structures that trigger a turbulent
response will be referred to as dunes in this thesis. All other bedforms will be
termed as ripples since their scale of the maximum size is determined by the size of
the viscous sublayer ν/u∗ [10]. We still exclude impact ripples in this description
because a different transport mechanism governs them (reptation, for detail, see
section 1.3).

Dunes show a variety of morphologies, depending on the sediment availability and
the direction of the incoming fluid. The most studied dune is crescent-shaped and
evolves under unidirectional flow and low sand availability. The structure is known
as a barchan and owes its name to the Turkmen word for crescent dune (figure 1.20).
A characteristic feature of a barchan are the horns, which point in the direction
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Figure 1.20.: The characteristic features of a barchan: a crescent-shaped bedform, with
two horns pointing in the migration direction and a slip face, where sand avalanches and
is trapped by the recirculation bubble that occurs due to flow separation. Figure inspired
by Hersen [69] and Courrech du Pont [70].

of migration. On the windward side (luv), sand is transported uphill. As soon as
the sand pile reaches the angle of repose, avalanches of grains slide down on the
lee side, and a sharp dune crest is formed. For medium-fine sands, the angle of
repose varies from 30.5 to 35.5◦, but is typically 32–3◦ [2]. As a result, the entire
amount of sand from the original sand heap is redeposited over time, resulting in
the dune’s forward migration.
The time it takes a dune to travel its length is also known as the turnover time [1].
It was shown by the authors Parteli et al. [62], that the minimal dune width Wmin

is approximately 12lsat [62], which gives a minimal size of ∼10 meters for aeolian
barchan dunes.

Elbelrhiti et al. [55] gave an expression between the elementary size of a mature
bedform and the saturation length:

λmax ∼ 12lsat. (1.28)
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In this thesis, we will refer to all bedforms that share the morphological characteris-
tics of barchan dunes as barchans. This form occurs in all sizes and under different
conditions, as shown in figure 1.21. The bedforms shown in figure 1.21 were all
formed under laboratory conditions, either in water tanks or in wind tunnels. The
captions give details about the setup and material used in these experiments.

As it is the central topic of this work, emphasis has only been put on the description
of barchans. However, winds often flow from several directions, affecting the mobility
and morphology of bedforms. For an overview, see references [2, 31, 71].
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Figure 1.21.: Various bedforms that formed in laboratory experiments under water
(a-e) and in air (f,g) in unidirectional flow. (a) ’Barchan-shaped ripples’ formed in a
recirculating flume out of a flat sand bed with 3 mm thickness. Material: 100 µm well
sorted sand [72]. (b) ’Barchan dune slices’ in a 6 mm wide channel, to approximate
two-dimensional conditions. Material: 560 to 600 µm glass beads [73]. (c) Collision of two
different sized subaqueous dunes. Material: 150 µm sized glass beads [74]. (d) ’Bedforms’
formed in a recirculating flume out of a flat sand bed with 1 cm thickness. Material:
66 µm sized ’natural fluvio-glacial sediment’ [75]. (e) ’Beds of quartz silt’ formed in a
rectangular tilting flume. Material: ’crushed rock’, quartz grains of 4.15 µm size [76].
(f) ’Microdunes’ formed in the Venus Wind Tunnel simulating the average Venusian
environment. Material: quartz sand of 50 to 200 µm range [65]. (g) ”Barchan’ dunes’
formed in a ambient wind tunnel. Material: mono-dispersed sand of 250 µm diameter [68].
Figures are reprinted with permission of references given in the respective description.
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1.5. Conclusion for the Experimental Study

We introduced the basic principles of structure formation that will allow us to
understand this work’s key ideas and results. With this understanding of the basic
concepts of structure formation, we will now motivate our work in more detail and
present the conditions under which we can observe migrating aeolian bedforms in
the laboratory.

Ripples and dunes have been studied in water tanks [44, 66, 67, 72, 74, 77–79]
and in high pressurized wind tunnels [64, 65, 80]. These laboratory studies enabled
the calibration of theoretical and numerical models that allow us to understand
the formation of bedforms and the underlying physics of a variety of structures on
Earth, Mars, Venus, and other celestial bodies [10, 33].

Recently, Martian bedforms were reported to be analogous to subaqueous ripples [8,
10, 81]. This hypothesis is still under debate since the conditions under which these
structures develop are quite different. Duran Vinent et al. [10] propose that these
Martian bedforms are similar to subaqueous ripples, and that the thickness of the
viscous sublayer determines their scale [10], as presented in section 1.4. In contrast,
Sullivan et al. [11] show in numerical simulations that the proposed mechanism
is not necessary to explain the range of observed bedform wavelengths’ on Mars
and that these structures are similar to aeolian impact ripples [11]. The ongoing
discussion underlines a knowledge gap: the transport mechanism that is thought to
be responsible for the formation of Martian bedforms has not been studied under
aeolian conditions on Earth.

The proposed universality of the models of Duran Vinent et al. [10] suggests that
the same structures that form on Mars and are compared with subaqueous ripples
should also be reproducible under aeolian conditions on Earth. However, the study
of aeolian viscous bedload structures in nature remains relatively unexplored to
this date [8]. This is owed to the characteristics of sand found in the field, and the
viscous sublayer thickness in a turbulent boundary layer, which is approximately
0.4 mm [22]. Only fine sand could potentially be transported in the viscous sublayer.
However, due to cohesive effects, the fluid threshold is high enough to directly
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entrain the grains in suspension, like dust in deserts. Saltation and reptation
typically dominate as transport mechanisms. For aeolian viscous bedload transport,
the grains would have to be small and light enough to be transported in the viscous
sublayer without going immediately into suspension. A condition that is not found
predominantly in natural environments on Earth.

Our approach is to access this area in a laboratory experiment. In section 1.3 we
introduced the general threshold diagram by Pähtz and Duran [51], a diagram with
which we can predict the transport mechanism of any particle system in any fluid.
Figure 1.22 shows the general threshold diagram again, with an outlined area in
red that we will discuss in more detail below.

Figure 1.22.: General threshold diagram as introduced in figure 1.14 and the transport
regime we want to access, marked in red. Reprinted with permission from reference [51].

For the viscous bedload transport mechanism to be accessible under aeolian condi-
tions, the Stokes-like number s1/2Ga must be less than 50. The key parameters for
the selection of the particle system are the particle-fluid density ratio s (eq. (1.21))
and the Galileo number Ga (eq. (1.25)). We fix the fluid density and kinematic
viscosity value, as we want to perform our experiments in aeolian ambient air
conditions. In addition, the diameter of the particles should not exceed 50 µm,
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for reasons that will be explained further below. Combining both equations and
performing minor manipulations lead us to the following relation:

502 · ν2

g · d3 = s(s − 1). (1.29)

From this, we calculate a maximum density value ρp of 800 kg m−3, which must not
exceed to stay in the viscous bedload regime. The rebound threshold that results
for viscous bedload lies between 0.1 < Θr

t < 0.2. The threshold Shields number
is Θt > 2Θt

r for viscous bedload [53], resulting in a value between 0.2 < Θt < 0.4.
From this, we approximate the shear velocity needed in the wind tunnel to enable
sediment transport:

u∗ =
√

Θ · [(s − 1)gd] ≈ 0.25 to 0.36 m s−1. (1.30)

As described in section 1.4, the grain-based Reynolds number Red and the rescaled
saturation length lsatu∗/ν are two dimensionless parameters which cover the char-
acteristics of bedform formation. With the values given above, we can calculate
these characteristic length scales and provide an approximate size of the structures
that we expect to form in the wind tunnel:

Red = u∗d

ν
= 0.3 m s−1 · 50 µm

14.5 µm2 s−1 = 1 (1.31)

with a shear velocity of 0.3 m s−1 in between the desired range and a saturation
length for viscous bedload after equation (1.24):

lsat = ab Red d

Ga1.2 = 140 · 1 · 50 µm
21.2 = 3 mm. (1.32)

The initial wavelength of the structures scales with the thickness of the viscous
sublayer ν/u∗ (see section 1.4). The bedforms are therefore expected to be centime-
ters in size. For mature subaqueous ripples and aeolian dunes, the height-to-length
ratio is approximately 1/15 [12, 82, 83], which should then result in bedforms with
a height in the millimeter range. Table 1.1 summarizes the relevant dimensionless
parameters and potential particle system values.
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The wind speed must be low enough to form a viscous sublayer in the turbulent
boundary layer. For this, the surface of the test area of the wind tunnel should be
in the hydrodynamically smooth regime. At the same time, the wind speed must be
high enough to allow sediment transport. With a mean threshold of u∗ = 0.3 m s−1

obtained above, the thickness of the viscous sublayer is estimated to be:

δν ∼ ν

u∗
∼ 70 µm. (1.33)

Thus, the choice of the particle system is 1) limited by this diameter, as bigger
particles will be entrained into suspension, and 2) the commercial availability. In
size ranges below 100 µm, we expect increased cohesive forces, which raise the fluid
threshold [34]. As a countermeasure, we will need to coat the particles to reduce
cohesion [32], and still keep low wind velocities. The test area should be at least
30 cm long in wind direction to be able to observe migrating structures.

Under the conditions specified above, we expect the formation of self-organized
structures, specifically ripples, in the wind tunnel in which the particles are trans-
ported within the viscous sublayer. In a previous study, a particle system was
investigated in a laboratory wind tunnel that satisfies the required conditions [84].
In the next chapter, we will present this particle system and introduce the wind
tunnel used in this work.
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Parameters Notation Value Unit
Fundamental parameters
Gravitational acceleration g 9.81 m s−2

Fluid density ρf 1.2 kg m−3

Kinematic viscosity ν 1.45 · 10−5 m2 s−1

Required parameters
Particle density ρp 800 kg m−3

Particle diameter d 50 µm
Shear velocity threshold ut 0.25-0.36 m s−1

Viscous sublayer thickness δν ≈ 70 µm

Dimensionless parameters
Particle-fluid density ratio s 666
Grain-based Reynolds number Red 1
Galileo number Ga 2
Stokes-like number

√
sGa >50

Threshold Shields number Θt 0.2-0.4

Predicted parameter
Saturation length lsat ≈ 3
Wavelength λ ≈ 3 − 4 cm
Height h ≈ 3 cm

Table 1.1.: Summary of the characteristic parameters of the experimental setup: funda-
mental parameters relevant for calculating the dimensionless and predicted parameters
and the required values for the experimental setup to access the aeolian viscous bedload
transport regime.
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2 Characterization of the
Experimental Setup

Light microscopy image of hollow glass microspheres

‘It appeared to me, therefore, that a research into sand-dune formation
should best be divided into two stages. The first stage should comprise
laboratory work with a suitable wind tunnel, by means of which an
insight would be gained into the physics of the action of the air stream
on the sand grains and of the reaction of the sand grains on the air
stream.’

R.A.Bagnold (1941)
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2.1. Overview

A suitable particle system and setup are needed to access the aeolian viscous bedload
transport regime in the laboratory. We will characterize a setup that satisfies the
requirements specified in section 1.5. The first section covers the basic properties
of the chosen particle system, such as density, particle diameter, and characteristic
dimensionless quantities, together with a protocol for material preparation and
microscopy images that will demonstrate the advantages and disadvantages of the
particle system.

Subsequently, a characterization of the wind tunnel follows. After describing the
design, the required equipment, and the methods used for characterization, we will
provide an overview of achievable operating speeds and the wind velocity distri-
bution above the test surface. Finally, the derivation of characteristic parameters
from the wind profile will provide information about the investigation regime and
its limitations.

By the end of this chapter, two questions will be answered:

1. Which particle system is suitable for observing aeolian viscous bedload
structures in the wind tunnel?

2. What type of wind tunnel is needed to enable transport in the viscous sublayer
for the selected particle system?

2.2. Particle System

Manufacturers offer a spectrum of different materials with various particle densities
and sizes for industrial use, e.g., the food, cosmetic, paint or pharmaceutical industry
[32]. They are added in large quantities to the base material in order to change
its physical properties [85]. This abundance of different materials provides the
opportunity to find a particle system that combines small grain diameters with low
densities. For our investigation purposes, we need a material that has a diameter
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of about 50 µm and a density lower than 800 kg m−3. Only this combination limits
the transport mechanism to viscous bedload, as discussed in section 1.5.

We introduce a particle system that satisfies the conditions set in section 1.5.
The particles have a diameter of 43 µm and a density of 238 kg m−3. Previous
studies investigated these particles under aeolian exposure and concluded that the
coating with a flow control agent reduces the attractive interparticle forces and
has a positive effect on the flow behavior [84, 86]. We perform the ideal coverage
calculation and provide a detailed material protocol, which includes the optimal
preparation of the particle system. With light microscopy images, we will show
the material’s sensibility to prolonged exposure to ambient air and its tendency to
tribocharge. Finally, the calculation of the characteristic parameters will give us an
estimate of the expected bedform sizes.

2.2.1. Hollow Glass Microspheres

Hollow glass microspheres (HGMs) are spherical glass particles of between 10 to
200 µm with a wall thickness of 0.5 to 2 µm [87]. Due to the cavity, the particles have
low densities of 70 to 400 kg m−3 [87]. HGMs are powders whose flow behavior is
reminiscent of a liquid. The properties of this class of particles match nicely with our
desired particle type. For this work, we use HGMs produced by PQ Corporation
under the brand name Q-CEL® 5020FPS and are distributed in Germany by
Lehmann &Voss & Co.KG. For the coating of the HGMs, we use a flow control
additive.

2.2.2. Flow Control Additive

Interparticle forces strongly influence the bulk behavior of powders [88]. Van der
Waals forces, capillary forces, and electrostatic forces can significantly influence the
flow properties [88]. To decrease interparticle attractive forces, the HGMs have been
coated with nanometre size particles, called flow control additives or glidants [88,
89]. The adsorption of the nanometre-sized particles on the primary particle, which
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is the material to be coated, acts as a roughening of the surface. Irregularly shaped
fine particles are more flowable than spherical particles, as the interparticle forces
depend on the local radius of curvature at contact [88]. This results in enhanced
flow properties by already using small quantities of the flow control additive [89,
90].

In this work, we use the flow control additive Aerosil® R812, which is nanometre-
sized silica manufactured by Evonik [91]. The Aerosil particles have an average
diameter of 7 nm and a density of 2.2 g cm−3 [91]. Studies on the effectiveness
of nanoscale flow control additives have shown that the nanoparticles adsorb as
agglomerates and not as separate particles on the primary particles’ surface [90].
An increased mixing time can lead to the agglomerates’ deterioration during the
mixing process, as illustrated in figure 2.1. A complete surface coverage will lead
to a smooth surface, which results in a deterioration of flowability [90]. Previous
studies with Aerosil® R812 have shown that a mixing time of 5 min is most efficient
[84, 92].

Figure 2.1.: Model for particle surface coverage with nanoparticle flow control additive
[93]. a) At the beginning of the mixing process, agglomerates of the nanometre-sized
particles settle on the surface. b) In the course of the mixing process, the agglomerates
are destroyed, resulting in the deposition of smaller fragments. Reproduced after reference
[32].
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2.2.3. Experimental Methods

For the calculation of the particle surface coverage with nanoparticles we assume
that the primary particles are spherical and monodisperse. The highest density
packing of spherical particles on a surface can be approximated by a hexagonal
packing arrangement [90].

Figure 2.2.: Arrangement of particles on a surface according to the hexagon model.

As shown in figure 2.2, a particle occupies the area of a hexagon. The area of a
regular hexagon with side length D is:

AH = 2 ·
√

3 · D2. (2.1)

Within each hexagon the area is covered by circles with area AC = π/4D2:

AHC = 3AC = 3π

4 D2. (2.2)

So that the packing density is:

PD = AHC/AH = π
√

3
6 ≈ 0.9069. (2.3)

With this packing efficiency, we can relate the surface area of a spherical particle
Ap to the radius of the coating particles:

0.9Ap = 3.6πr2
p ≈ Ncπr2

p (2.4)
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with the radius of the primary particle rp and the nanoparticle rc respectively and
the number of nanoparticles Nc, which yields the following relation:

Nc = 3.6
(

rp

rc

)2
. (2.5)

The masses of the respective particles are calculated with the given density ρ,
radius r and number of particles N:

mp = 4
3πρpr3

pNp, (2.6)

mc = Np
4
3πρcr

3
cNc. (2.7)

The ratio of the mass of coating particles to primary particles is obtained by
performing some manipulation on equations (2.5) to (2.7):

mc

mp

= 3.6 rcρc

rpρp

. (2.8)

Material Preparation Protocol

We have a detailed particle size analysis for the HGMs Q-CEL® 5020FPS provided
by the distributor and determined the density with a helium pycnometer, AccuPyc
1340 II of company Micromeritics. With the given density and particle diameter,
together with the specifications for Aerosil from the datasheet, we determine the
mixing ratio. To coat the HGMs with the flow control additive, we placed the
desired amount in a bulk container and mixed the components in a VWR VV3
orbital vortex mixer for 5 min. Next, we placed the coated material into a glass
dish and heated it in a Heraeus VTR 5022 vacuum oven at 200 °C for at least half
an hour, as this has a positive effect on flowability, according to previous studies
[84]. During the drying process, larger agglomerations of particles form that we
removed by sieving through a 200 µm mesh.

Furthermore, we analyzed the HGMs with a light and a scanning electron microscope
(SEM). With the light microscope Zeiss AxioImager A.2m, we took magnified images
of the HGMs. In addition, we used dark-field microscopy, which gives a high degree
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of contrast. It is a technique in which the light passing through the sample is
reflected, diffracted, or refracted from oblique angles into the microscope objective.
This results in a bright image of the specimen on a dark background. To resolve the
surface of the HGMs, we use an SEM (Zeiss GeminiSEM 500). This method allows
us to analyze the surface coating with a higher magnification. An SEM produces
images by scanning over a sample surface with a high-energy beam of electrons.
The interaction of the electrons with the sample produces secondary electrons,
backscattered electrons, and X-rays, whose signals are collected by detectors and
processed into images.

2.2.4. Results

The particle size analysis provided by the distributor gives us a mean diameter of
d = 43 µm and particle percentiles of d10 = 14 µm and d90 = 72 µm. The density
measurement with a helium pycnometer gives us a density ρp of 238 kg m−3. We
attached the particle size distribution analysis and the pycnometer results in the
appendix.

Figure 2.3 shows dark-field microscopy images of the uncoated Q-CEL® 5020FPS.
The image rows represent different magnification levels, as seen from the scale at
the bottom left. In the left column, we show the images of an HGM sample that is
more than ten years old and has been exposed to ambient air for longer periods;
the sample on the right side was delivered by the manufacturer a few weeks before
we took the image. In figure 2.3a and 2.3c we see that the material exhibits several
larger agglomerations. At the same magnification level as in the left column, figure
2.3b and 2.3d shows the new material. Compared to the old material, there are no
agglomerates. Furthermore, we notice the materials’ polydispersity and that a few
particles deviate from the round shape and appear more oval.

With a diameter of 43 µm and density of 238 kg m−3 given above, we determined the
flow control additive coating mass of 0.005 following the calculations in subsection
2.2.3 and prepared the material as described in 2.2.3.
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(a) 500 µm resolution; old material. (b) 500 µm resolution; new material.

(c) 200 µm resolution; old material. (d) 200 µm resolution; new material.

Figure 2.3.: Dark-field microscopy images of two different (uncoated) HGMs of Q-
CEL® 5020FPS. Left column: >10 years old uncoated material with several agglomerations.
Right column: new material; the picture was taken a few weeks after delivery by the
distributor and shows no agglomerations.

Figure 2.4 shows scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the uncoated (left
column) and coated (right column) Q-CEL® 5020FPS at two different magnification
levels in comparison. Figure 2.4a and 2.4b show the uncoated and coated HGMs
at a magnification level of 300. In both images we detect large, irregular shaped
agglomerations of particles. several HGMs below the size of 25 µm accumulate
around one 70 µm and several 35 µm sized particles. This phenomenon appears,
slightly less pronounced, on several spheres. Most particles up to 40 µm host at least
one small sojourner particle. Particularly noteworthy is a prominent 85 µm particle
in the upper left corner of figure 2.4b, where the cavity is filled with particles under
15 µm diameter.
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Figure 2.4c shows the surface of a HGM at a magnification of 3000x. In the upper
left half of the sphere, we see an elongated object on the surface. In addition, there
are few areas on the surface where small particles of unknown origin also seem
to adhere to the surface. Figure 2.4d shows the coated surface of an HGM at the
same magnification level. We see small agglomerates spread evenly over the surface
and have a size of about 300 to 400 nm. At the edge of the image, we see a small
particle with a diameter of 4.5 µm next to the larger sphere.
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(a) Uncoated HGMs: magnification 300x. (b) Coated HGM: magnification 300x.

(c) Uncoated HGM: magnification 3000x. (d) Coated HGM: magnification 3000x.

Figure 2.4.: Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the uncoated (left column)
and the coated HGMs (right column) Q-CEL® 5020FPS at two different magnification
levels. a) Uncoated sample: the particles are spherical and polydisperse; small HGMs
agglomerate around a 70 µm particle. b) Coated sample: smaller particles adhere to
larger HGMs. The cavity of a damaged HGM is filled with several particles under 15 µm
diameter. c) Uncoated HGM: the surface is smooth; small particles of unknown origin
adhere to the larger surface. d) Coated HGM: small aggregations are evenly distributed
on the particle’s surface.
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In figure 2.5, we show two pictures of pouring Q-CEL® 5020FPS from a measuring
spoon down into a glass dish: uncoated on the left and coated material on the right.
The uncoated material has a grainy surface and flows in small clumps from the
measurement spoon, while the coated material flows like a liquid and has a smooth
surface. The coated material is sensitive to external stress and seems to compress
even at the lowest pressure.

Figure 2.5.: Pouring Q-CEL® 5020FPS from a tea spoon down into a glass dish: the
uncoated material (left) has a grainy surface structure and flows in clumps, and the
coated material (right) flows liquid-like, exhibiting a comparably smooth surface.

In figure 2.6, we show images of the coated material in a glass dish after the sieving
process; the inset gives a close-up of a fingertip over the material’s surface. At
the macroscopic level, we observe that the particles form a spiky surface pattern,
which appears to be oriented in a joint direction. In the left image, we observe
this phenomenon, especially at the glass wall and in the vicinity on the left of a
centimeter-sized area. In the right image, the orientation of the particles extends
over several centimeters. In the inset, we show the response of the coated material
to a fingertip (without contact). We observe that the particles align themselves
towards the fingertip, at an approach of a few millimeters above the surface. In
addition, the particles appear to pile upward. We can see this phenomenon in the
height at which the particles stretch a few millimeters above the surface.
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Figure 2.6.: Macroscopic alignment of the coated material: after the sieving process, we
observe spiky surface patterns, which seem to align to a specific direction. We show a
fingertip a few millimeters above the materials’ surface in the inset. The particles stretch
up towards the fingertip.

Figure 2.7 shows two light microscopy images of the same coated material on a
plastic Petri dish. The scale is given at the bottom right and also applies to the
inset. In both images, we see that the particles line up in chains of two to four or
long particle chains, as seen in the main image.

Characteristic Parameters of the Particle System

Next, we calculate the characteristic parameters of bedform formation for the
Q-CEL® 5020FPS, as we already did with estimated parameters in section 1.5.

To estimate the rebound threshold, we need the particle-fluid density ratio and the
Galileo number:

s = ρp

ρf

= 238
1.2 kg m−3 ≈ 200 (2.9)

Ga ≡

√
(s − 1)gd3

ν
=

√
199 · 9.81 m s−2 · (43 µm)3

14.5 µm2 s−1 = 0.86. (2.10)
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For the estimation of the rebound threshold, from which we obtain the threshold
Shields number, the square-root of the particle-fluid density ratio and the Galileo
number is needed:

√
sGa = 12 < 50. (2.11)

This means for the chosen particle system the rebound threshold Θt
r lies between

0.1 < Θt
r < 0.2 and since Θt > 2Θt

r for viscous bedload [53], the threshold Shields
number lies between 0.2 < Θt < 0.4. From this, the required shear velocity can be
derived:

u∗ =
√

Θt · [(s − 1)gd] ≈ 0.13 to 0.18 m s−1. (2.12)

Figure 2.7.: Microscopy images of coated Q-CEL® 5020FPS from two different areas
(main image and inset). The scale is valid for both images. Particles line up and form
chains on different spots on the plastic petri dish.
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Then, the grain-based Reynolds number Red is in the order of:

Red = u∗d

ν
≈ 0.5. (2.13)

Combining the results gives an estimate for the viscous bedload saturation length:

lsat = abRedd

Ga1.2 = 140 · 0.5
0.861.2 · 43 µm ≈ 4 mm (2.14)

with proportionality factor ab = 140 (further details in the supplementary material
of reference [10]). We know that mature subaqueous ripples and aeolian dunes have
a height-to-length ratio of 1/15 [12, 82, 83]. This gives a bedform size of a few
centimeters and a height in the order of millimeters.

2.2.5. Discussion

We analyzed uncoated and coated Q-CEL® 5020FPS HGMs with a light microscope,
SEM, and camera images. We showed that agglomerations appear after a long
storage of the uncoated HGMs, which we could not observe in the newly delivered
material. We deduced from surface images that the HGMs were coated, and we
also showed an improvement in flow behavior when poured into a glass dish. We
showed that the material aligns macroscopically in a specific direction and responds
with alignment when approached with a fingertip. Using particle size analysis and
density measurement, we determined the coating ratio and calculated characteristic
parameters that govern bedform formation. We proved that the selected particle
system matches the conditions we set in section 1.5.

Despite matching the ideal parameters such as particle size and diameter, we see
the challenges of working with this material. The chosen HGMs seem to be highly
hygroscopic and will tend to agglomerate over time when exposed to ambient air, a
behavior which the distributor also noted in the datasheet [94]. We also notice this
on a macroscopic level: the old HGM sample seems flaky, and the flow behavior
also resembles moist flour. This implies that we may need higher wind speeds for
bedform formation to entrain the particles due to the higher attractive interparticle
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forces. We can counteract agglomeration by carefully handling the HGMs: the
material should be stored in tightly closed containers, with the quantities needed for
experimentation stored in a smaller container to avoid contaminating the remaining
portion with ambient moisture. In addition, we suggest that the (un)coated material
goes through a drying process before each experiment begins.

Furthermore, the particle size analysis and the SEM images show that the HGMs
are polydisperse, and there also appear to be clusters of smaller particles on larger
ones. Regarding the agglomerations, it seems to make no difference whether the
HGMs are coated or uncoated. Due to the polydispersity, we expect to observe
deviations from the ideal calculations of the length scales for bedform formation
since the characteristic parameters and equations commonly include the particle
diameter. For example, our estimates give a saturation length of about 4 mm for a
particle diameter of 43 µm. This value varies for larger or smaller particle diameters;
however, it remains in the millimeter range.

The close-up images of the HGM surface showed in the coated case that the surface
was covered with the flow control additive as expected. In contrast to our calculation
of a monolayer coverage of Aerosil, it is clear from the 2.4d image that the flow
control agent adsorbs in agglomerates and at relatively uniform spacings on the
surface of the HGMs.

Another phenomenon we observed, especially after the sieving process, was the
alignment of the material in a common direction. We even noticed thin particle
columns of millimeters in size stretching out in the fingertip direction if approached
with the fingertip. This effect appears to be triboelectric charging. The light
microscopy image shows several particles lined up, presumably orienting themselves
along charged lines on the plastic Petrie dish. These observations indicate that the
HGMs charge quickly.

We cannot assess the impact this has on our experiment. In a recent study, there
was evidence that tribocharged grains affect particle lift during saltation, which
has implications for the initiation of saltation on Mars [95]. However, it is unlikely
that the particles will saltate in our case, and we have no information about the
charge distribution in our material. An enhanced attractive interparticle force due
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to tribocharging will have consequences for the fluid threshold, and we will need
higher wind speeds to lift the particles. In practical terms, this means for our
requirements that we have to take a countermeasure here as well. The absence of
triboelectric charge promotes the reproducibility of our material preparation since
the lack of information about the extent of the charge makes it difficult to assess
the consequences. We suggest keeping the coated material in a sealed container to
discharge after sieving.

2.2.6. Conclusions

We have demonstrated that working with the chosen HGMs entails challenges such
as clumping during extended storage times. The coating with the flow control
additive Aerosil® R812 proved successful; the material appears more flowable after
coating than before. However, we observe that the material becomes triboelectrically
charged, which has a yet unknown effect on the transport threshold. In addition,
the HGMs are polydisperse, which leads to variations in the prediction of the
saturation length. However, the calculations of the characteristic parameters with
the given particle diameter and the measured density predict a saturation length in
the order of a few millimeters and consequently the formation of centimeter-sized
bedforms.

The reproducibility of the experiments depends highly on the preparation of
the material. We note three phenomena that enhance attractive forces between
the particles and thus challenge experimentation: ambient humidity, triboelectric
charging, and the sensitivity to external pressure.

In summary, we have characterized a particle system that satisfies our requirements
set in section 1.5. Consequently, we expect to observe bedform formation in the
aeolian viscous bedload regime with this particle system.
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2.3. Laboratory Low-Speed Wind Tunnel

The design and construction of a wind tunnel depends on the purpose it is intended
to fulfill. For the study of aeolian processes in the laboratory there are several wind
tunnels worldwide with a test area dimension typically one meter wide and high
and 5 to 25 m long [96]. For an extensive review of selected saltation studies in the
wind tunnel, we refer the reader to reference [96].

To observe viscous bedload transport of sediment, we need wind speeds at which
the viscous sublayer is larger than the diameter of the selected particles, which we
introduced in section 2.2. As the structures are estimated to be a few centimeters in
size (see section 1.5), the test area should have a length of at least 45 cm downwind,
so that the structures can migrate a sufficient distance. In addition, the prepared
material should be placed on an area with uniform wind speed far away from the
wind tunnel walls and the edges of the test plate to avoid boundary effects.

We will introduce a wind tunnel setup that fulfills these requirements in the
following. After a detailed description of the wind tunnel, two different methods
will be briefly outlined, used to characterize the wind tunnel. Then, we will present
the wind speed measurements obtained from both methods in the results, from
which we calculate dimensionless numbers. After discussing the results, the chapter
will end with a conclusion.

2.3.1. Dimensions and Setup

The frame of the custom-made1 closed wind tunnel is made of aluminum profiles
and has a total size of 120 × 80 × 80 cm, with transparent sidewalls made of
acrylic glass. Figure 2.8 shows a schematic view of the entire setup. The setup
consists of two sections: the upper part with the experimental test area with a
length of 60 cm and a width of 50 cm, where coarse sandpaper (∼ 50 µm) covers
the surface, and the lower part equipped with 18 fans (Pabst, type 4112NH4)

1The wind tunnel was designed and built by Matthias Sperl and Stefan Frank-Richter. The
setup was optimized by Philip Pütsch.
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controlled by two microcontrollers connected to a laptop. We can control each fan;
a user interface allows monitoring and control of the system. The speed translates
into percentage, i.e., 100% fan power is the maximum rotation speed a fan can
perform in the given system. With all the fans running at the maximum setting,
wind speeds up to 7 m s−1 can be reached. The setup is completely closed, i.e.,

Figure 2.8.: Schematic setup of the closed laboratory wind tunnel. Airflow generated by
the fans is guided through the rectifiers (yellow) via deflection plates (grey), where it
reaches the experimental surface (red). 2

the wind flow generated in the lower section is guided to the upper section via a
deflector plate and reaches the airflow straightener consisting of an array of straws
(diameter 6.2mm, 15cm long, Plascore). The straws ensure that a unidirectional flow
enters the experimental area and reduces vortices caused in particular by the hard
curvature given the rectangular structure. We placed a single-lens reflex camera
(SLR, Nikon D3) outside the wind tunnel, capturing the entire experimental surface.
In addition, we installed a 9 cm long line laser to calculate the height profiles of
the emerging structures inside the wind tunnel via triangulation and for particle
image velocimetry (PIV) measurements. Figure 2.9 shows the wind tunnel including
equipment in two images: 2.9a an outside view of the setup showing the high-speed
camera on a tripod and b) an inside view of an experiment in operation. The
transparency of the setup walls allows observation of the running experiment from
all sides. In a): on the opposite side (not shown in the picture), we attached
a spotlight to the aluminum profile, which on the one hand, provides adequate

2CAD schematic provided by Stefan Frank-Richter.
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(a) The walls are transparent, the experi-
ments can be observed from all sides. The
high-speed camera (grey box on the tripod)
can be moved freely.

(b) High-dynamic-range image of the test
area. The line laser can be moved as needed.
Here a bedform migrates towards the laser
line.

Figure 2.9.: Side view of the laboratory wind tunnel: a) from outside and b) inside.

illumination of the structures being formed in the wind tunnel, as well as a high
wind tunnel interior temperature. With a temperature between 25 and 30 degrees,
the relative humidity inside the wind tunnel is approximately 25 percent depending
on the heating time. The moderate heating of the wind tunnel provides a dry
environment, which is necessary, as the material used is hydrophobic but still highly
sensitive to moisture (see section 2.2). In b), the nine cm long laser line can be
seen, with a bedform next to the line. To measure continuous height profiles, we
had to move the laser along the migration path of the structure.

2.3.2. Experimental Methods

We measured the wind velocity with a handheld anemometer from Kaindl at
different wind speeds. In addition to the momentary speed, the device gives the
average wind speed as an output. The accuracy of the anemometer is ∆v = 0.1 m s−1.
We compared the measurements with the wind speeds obtained from the particle
image velocimetry (PIV) method. The advantage of this method compared to the
anemometer is that it is a non-invasive measurement.
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The PIV setup consists of a high-speed camera (Phantom v10 from Vision Research),
a laptop to control the camera and analyze the images with the corresponding
software (Phantom Camera Control PCC 3.6), tracer particles, and a laser, used
to illuminate the particles. Figure 2.10 illustrates the experimental arrangement.
We decided to use the material described in section 2.2 as seeding to exclude the

Figure 2.10.: Schematic of the PIV setup. Tracer particles (white dots) are added to
the flow through a pressurized air hose at the back of the wind tunnel. The scattered
light is recorded with a camera. From an image pair, the mean particle displacement is
determined by a cross-correlation algorithm, giving us the the wind velocity [97].

influence of external particles on the experiments. We added the tracer particles
into the flow through a pressurized air hose at the back of the wind tunnel and
illuminated them with the laser sheet in the plane. We recorded the scattered light
with the camera and divided a selected image pair into equally sized interrogation
areas. A cross-correlation algorithm then determines the mean particle displacement
by matching intensity peaks [97]. Finally, we determine the flow velocity with
the time difference and the mean displacement known. We averaged the results
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for ten sequential image pairs of the PIV measurement to obtain a mean wind
velocity profile above a chosen point in the test section. We calculated each velocity
measurement as the mean of over 70 independent measurements; the uncertainty
was taken as the standard deviations of these measurements. For the evaluation of
the wind speed, we assume that the seeding particles follow the flow, show only
minimal out-of-plane motion and do not influence or disturb the flow. Furthermore,
it is necessary that the density of the seeding particles is uniform across the frames
and that there are more than 15 particles in each interrogation window. The
time between two consecutive frames is 1/1000 s with the available camera. The
resolution has been determined from a calibration image and is 12.300px/m. At a
wind speed of 4 m s−1, the window size is therefore approximately 200 pixels. This
means that the first measurement point is approximately 8 mm above the surface,
and the following positions are vertically displaced by 2.4 mm.

2.3.3. Results

We measured the wind speed with an anemometer placed in the middle of the test
area during an initial test run of the different fan speeds. The fan setting of 50%
corresponds on average to a wind speed of about U = 3.5 m s−1; a value that is
above the fluid threshold and thus fulfills the requirements for the transport of the
chosen particle system described in section 1.5.

Figure 2.11 shows the results of the wind speed measurements 1 cm above the
test surface at a setting of 40%, 50% and 60% in a three-dimensional (3D) plot
measured with the anemometer. One rectangle corresponds to one measuring point,
i.e., we create a horizontal velocity matrix distributed over the entire test plate.
The distance between two measurement points is 5 cm. On the left and right, the
walls of the wind tunnel are each about 15 cm away from the test surface.

In the 3D plot in figure 2.11 the rectifiers are on the left-hand side, and the black
arrow shows the direction of the flow. The color code indicates the measured wind
speed. A gentle parabolic wind gradient forms towards the corners of the test area,
while the speed in the middle part remains relatively uniform downwind. This
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applies to all three settings. We see that at each measured point, an increase of
10% corresponds to an increase in wind speed of 1 m s−1.

Figure 2.11.: 3D representation of horizontal wind speed above the test area at 40%, 50%
and 60% fan power 1 cm above the test surface. The anemometer measurements of the
wind speed are colored (see color code). The wind speed increases linearly with increasing
fan power, i.e. at each measuring point an increase of 10% equals an increase in wind
speed of 1 m s−1.

Figure 2.12 shows a wind speed matrix of the 50% fan power data set, this time
with a view from the top. Near the left side of the wall, which is 15 cm away from
the leftmost measurement point, the wind speed appears to be higher than on
the right side but is comparable within the error limits. We find the highest wind
speeds at the rectifier’s exit (bottom) and end of the test area (top).

From both plots, we observe a wind speed gradient transversely and longitudinally
to the wind direction over the entire test area, which in each case has a higher
speed towards the outer edges. The wind velocity is uniform in the middle of the
test section in a 35 cm long and 10 cm wide strip downwind.
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Figure 2.12.: Matrix of wind speed at 50 % fan power. Top view of the test area: at the
bottom the flow enters the test section through the honeycomb straws. The black arrow
on the left indicates the wind direction; the color code shows the respective wind speed.
The wind speed was measured every 5 cm.
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Based on these results, the vertical velocity was measured with the anemometer
on the central line downwind, at a distance 15 cm from the rectifiers, as shown
in the inset of figure 2.13. In addition to this measurement, we used the vertical
wind speeds obtained from a PIV study at the same vertical point for comparison
(details see section 2.3.2). Figure 2.13 shows the wind velocity plotted against
the height above the test surface obtained from both measurement methods. The
black rectangular data points represent the anemometer measurements, and the
red round data points correspond to the wind speed from the PIV measurement.
The top lid of the wind tunnel is about 10 cm above the topmost data point, the
maximum height of the initial particle heap has been estimated to be approximately
1 cm and is indicated at the bottom right. The vertical measurement of the wind
speeds shows that both measurement methods agree well with the results within
the error limits. The velocity increases from the bottom up to a height of about
4 to 5 cm above the test surface. At increasing heights, the wind speed decreases
further, with the result that at the highest accessible point, the velocity is 1 m s−1

lower than 1 cm above the ground. We performed the PIV measurements up to
a height of 5 cm. The resulting error of the PIV data points can be found in the
methods section 2.3.2.

From 12 data points of the PIV wind speed velocities, the shear velocity u∗ and the
roughness length z0 is obtained using the law-of-wall (eq. 1.5) (see figure 2.14).

ln(z) = u(z)κ
u∗

+ ln(z0) (2.15)

with the height z, the measured wind velocity u(z), the Kármán’s constant κ. The
slope of a linear fit to the measured data gives the shear velocity:

u∗ = 0.207 ± 0.012 m s−1 (2.16)

and the roughness length:
z0 = 35 ± 14 µm. (2.17)
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Figure 2.13.: Wind velocity above test area measured with an anemometer and particle
image velocimetry (PIV). Inset: measurement position marked on the wind velocity
matrix shown in fig. 2.12. The velocity increases up to a height of 4 to 5 cm above the
test surface. With increasing height, the velocity decreases towards the top lid of the
wind tunnel.
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Figure 2.14.: Determination of the shear velocity using the law-of-wall (eq.1.5); logarithmic
height vs. the wind speed. From the Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) method obtained
12 data points, fitted to obtain the shear velocity u∗ and the roughness length z0.

We use these values to calculate dimensionless quantities to characterize the wind
tunnel. For the calculation of the Reynolds number, we insert the total height
above the test surface of about 30 cm. The mean wind speed is U = 3 m s−1 at
50% fan power, the kinematic viscosity of air is 1.45 × 10−5 m2 s−1. The Reynolds
number of the wind tunnel is calculated according to equation (1.2):

Re = LU

ν
≈ 6 × 104. (2.18)

With the same parameters, the Froude number is given according to equation
(1.4):

Fr = U2
∞

gL
= 0.3. (2.19)

The thickness of the viscous sublayer can be estimated by equation (1.7) and
gives:

δν ∼ ν

u∗
≈ 70 µm (2.20)

The dimensionless roughness of the surface in the absence of grains in the wind
tunnel equals:

Red = u∗d

ν
= 0.207 · 43 µm

1.45 · 10−5 = 0.6. (2.21)

This corresponds to a hydrodynamically smooth regime, as defined in section 1.2. We
performed an initial test run with the coated particle system introduced in section
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2.2. Figure 2.15 shows a superimposed image of the 50% wind speed matrix (figure
2.11) and three particle heaps with the same volume placed approximately 15 cm
downwind from the rectifiers. In a) we see that every heap is in a different velocity
zone approximately 10 cm apart. The bright stripe in the middle corresponds to
the area with the uniform wind speed described above. In b), the wind direction is

Figure 2.15.: Superimposed images of the wind speed matrix (figure 2.12) and top view
of three particle heaps placed at the same starting position. a) Initial heaps are placed
at the same distance 15 cm from the rectifiers with approximately the same volume on
different velocity zones. b) A few minutes after the start of the experiment, each of the
three heaps is in a different position downwind. The white arrow indicates the wind
direction; the color code shows the wind speed. The bright color corresponds to lower
wind velocities (for detailed map see figure 2.12).

indicated by the white arrow. A few minutes after switching on the airflow, the
heaps are in a different downwind position, despite initially equal starting positions.
According to the velocity matrix, a higher wind speed acts on the left structure
compared to the middle structure.

2.3.4. Discussion and Conclusions

The wind speed measurements show a horizontal wind gradient on the test surface
across all three fan speeds. We assume that the main reason for this gradient is that
the flow in the wind tunnel encounters several edges due to the rectangular design,
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which is the primary source of turbulence and can create inhomogeneities in the
wind profile. In addition, the test surface is not contained in a separate chamber, is
narrower than the total width of the wind tunnel, and was positioned directly in
front of the rectifiers. These conditions favor the formation of a wind gradient, as
the wind exiting the rectifiers impacts both the walls of the wind tunnel and the
edges of the test section. The deflector plate positioned just before the rectifiers
has the purpose of minimizing turbulence, but its dimensions and close placement
to the rectifiers are likely to be the main reason for the reduced wind velocity of
1 m s−1 at the topmost point. In the vertical wind profile in figure 2.13, this is
reflected in a lower wind speed in the upper part of the setup. In addition, the flow
exiting the straws hits the upper boundary of the wind tunnel, an area that also
has several edges, leading to a reduced wind velocity.

The shear velocity and roughness length obtained from the measurements correspond
well with expectations (see section 1.5). From equation (1.2) we obtain a Reynolds
number in the order of 104 for an average wind speed of 3 m s−1, resulting in a
turbulent boundary layer flow (see section 1.2) with viscous sublayer thickness
of approximately 70 µm. The low Froude number indicates that we can neglect
inertial effects at the free surface with respect to gravity.

A narrow corridor downwind is particularly suitable for experiments because 1)
the wind speed is uniform and 2) the central line is furthest away from the walls
to minimize boundary wall effects. A test run shows that we can use the test
area in the center and that various positions transverse to the wind direction are
also suitable for performing experiments. There is no dependence of the aeolian
transport and the structure formation on the position. The structures undergo
the same morphological development on every spot, which is not directly visible
in figure 2.15, but will be discussed in part 4. We did not perform turbulence
intensity measurements, but have to keep in mind, that any fluctuation in wind
speed will affect the thickness of the viscous sublayer and consequently on the
transport mechanism we wish to observe.

In conclusion, we show that the velocities accessible in the wind tunnel are sufficient
to transport the particles described in section 2.2. With a viscous sublayer thickness
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of approximately 70 µm, particle transport in the viscous sublayer should be possible
according to our calculations in section 1.5. Fluctuations in wind speed can change
the thickness of the sublayer. Despite the wind gradient, we have an area on the
test surface with homogeneous wind velocities.

2.4. Conclusions for the Characterization of the
Experimental Setup

We characterized a particle system that satisfies the conditions specified in section
1.5. We showed that the selected material is sensitive to ambient humidity and
tends to clump during extended exposure to air. Furthermore, we found that the
particles charge triboelectrically, which possibly leads to increased attractive forces
between the particles. Moreover, the material is polydisperse, leading to potential
variations in the saturation length. Despite these limitations, the selected material
appears to be suitable to form centimeter-sized bedforms having a saturation length
of a few millimeters.

With the characterization of the wind tunnel, we show that our setup can achieve
the necessary velocities to transport particles. Despite a wind gradient over the
test section, we have identified an area where homogeneous wind speeds prevail.
Furthermore, with about 70 µm, the viscous sublayer is close to the particle diameter
but still large enough to allow us to observe the viscous bedload transport regime.
Possible challenges in experimentation may include potential fluctuations in wind
speed that affect the thickness of the viscous sublayer.

In conclusion, we present a particle system and a wind tunnel that allows us to
study the aeolian viscous bedload transport regime in the laboratory. To be precise,
we expect to observe the formation of bedforms on our test section with the present
setup.

In table 2.1, we list characteristic parameters of our experimental setup, along with
estimates for bedform formation such as saturation length and dimensions.
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In the next chapters we want to tackle the following questions:

1. Does the particle flux of the selected particle system saturate on the length
scales available to us, and if so, does it result in the formation of bedforms?

2. What are the morphological characteristics of these structures, and how can
we classify and compare them with other sedimentary bedforms?

3. What transport mechanism and hydrodynamic response is responsible for
the formation of the bedforms that may develop?
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Parameters Notation Value Unit
Fundamental parameters
Gravitational acceleration g 9.81 m s−2

Fluid density ρf 1.2 kg m−3

Kinematic viscosity ν 1.45 · 10−5 m2 s−1

Measured/Derived parameters
Particle density ρp 238 kg m−3

Particle diameter d 43 µm
Measured shear velocity u∗ 0.207 ± 0.012 m s−1

Shear velocity threshold ut 0.13-0.18 m s−1

Roughness length z0 35 ± 14 µm
Viscous sublayer thickness δν ≈ 70 µm

Dimensionless parameters
Particle-fluid density ratio s ∼ 200
Grain-based Reynolds number Red 0.6
Galileo number Ga 0.85
Stokes-like number

√
sGa 12

Threshold Shields number Θt 0.2-0.4
Wind tunnel Reynolds number Re 6 · 104

Wind tunnel Froude number Fr 0.3

Predicted parameter
Saturation length lsat ≈ 4
Wavelength λ ≈ 4 − 5 cm
Height h ≈ 2 − 3 mm

Table 2.1.: Overview of the characteristic parameters of the experimental setup: funda-
mental parameters relevant for calculating the dimensionless and predicted parameters
and measured/derived values from section 2.2 and 2.3.
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3 Longitudinal and Transverse
Instability of a Flat Particle
Bed

A chain of centimeter-sized barchan-ripples evolved in the wind tunnel

‘If this is true [that the movement of sand is a surface effect] it is
clearly possible to reproduce in the laboratory the complete phenomena
of sand-driving, together with all small-scale surface effects, such as
ripples and the like, associated with it.’

R.A.Bagnold (1941)
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Bedforms such as dunes and ripples grow on sediment beds exposed to
fluid-flow-induced shear forces of suitable magnitude. Here we show that a
flat particle bed under unidirectional wind forms transverse bars and decays
into individual, centimeter-sized barchan-ripples. We measure the particle
flux over a flat bed calculated from the bed’s height changes, which exhibits
a non-trivial saturation behavior. We derive a local saturation length of
a few millimeters, in agreement with the bedform sizes evolving from
the flat bed. The morphological comparison with numerical simulations
and subaqueous experiments confirms that our experimental results show
the same longitudinal and transverse instability. Our results introduce a
new approach for small-scale experiments under aeolian conditions in a
transport regime previously unexplored in the laboratory.
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3.1. Introduction

The formation of dunes from onset to mature bedform includes characteristic
time and length scales originating from the interaction between hydrodynamics,
topography and sediment transport [2, 70]. The bedform evolution is driven by
a longitudinal instability caused by the topography, impacting the interaction
between the flow and sediment transport [12]. The origin of this instability lies
in two contributions: the upwind shift of the shear stress located before the crest
[25, 26, 29] and a characteristic length that the particle flux needs to adapt to the
spatial change in shear stress, known as saturation length lsat [29, 42, 46, 47, 50].
This spatial lag leads to the growth and formation of ripples and dunes underwater
and in air.

Two types of bedforms can form under unidirectional fluid exposure depending on
the availability of sand: Barchans form under low sand availability, and transverse
dunes evolve when high amounts of sand are on the ground [1, 2, 98]. We know
that transverse dunes destabilize and decay into barchan chains, a finding that
has been shown by the results of numerical simulations and has been validated
by linear stability analysis and water-tank experiments [99–101]. This transverse
instability, which arises due to crosswind sediment transport, implicates that
transverse bedforms are not stable on bedrock [100] and explains why barchans are
the dominant bedform in areas of low sand availability [99].

Today we know that subaqueous ripples and aeolian dunes are governed by the same
instability, the longitudinal and the transverse, although the transport mechanisms
are different, and we can predict the formation of bedforms across planets with
the help of numerical models [10]. This understanding is currently being put to
the test as structures have been discovered on Mars whose physical origin is still
being debated [8, 10, 11, 102]. Are these mid-sized Martian structures similar to
subaqueous ripples or aeolian impact ripples? The formation of impact ripples
and subaqueous ripples are caused by different physical mechanisms, so the topic
recently provoked discussions about their origins.
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Laboratory experiments contribute significantly to the understanding of these
complex phenomena and are indispensable to calibrate numerical models. Previous
laboratory studies have focused on subaqueous experiments, where viscous bedload
transport has been studied extensively [44, 66, 67, 72, 74, 77–79], while saltation
processes, related to the turbulent transport regime, have been investigated in wind
tunnels [1, 35, 39, 47, 96, 103–109]. So far, the regime of aeolian viscous bedload
transport has not been investigated in the laboratory [8]. However, access to the
viscous bedload transport regime under aeolian conditions in laboratories requires
choosing a well-tailored particle system, as the particles need to be transported
within the viscous sublayer without going into suspension. In section 2.2 we
introduced a particle system, coated hollow glass microspheres, characterized
by a low density of 238 kg m−3 and diameters of 43 µm, which is expected to be
transported within the viscous sublayer, according to our calculations (see section
2.2.4). Thus, the questions we address in this chapter are: does the particle flux
saturate on the length scale available to us, and if so, does it result in the formation
of bedforms?

Here we will show that a flat particle bed under unidirectional wind forms transverse
bars and decays into smaller individual, centimeter-sized barchan-ripples. For this,
we will follow the onset and evolution of the flat bed by analyzing time-lapsed images
and measure the emerging length scales of the bedforms along with the transverse
bars’ destabilization length L∞, a characteristic length at which transverse dunes
decay into barchan chains. We measure the particle flux over a flat bed derived
from the beds’ height changes. The flux shows a non-trivial saturation behavior
and follows an oscillating curve with local saturation plateaus. From this, we derive
a local saturation length of a few millimeters, which agrees with the bedform sizes
evolving from the flat bed, and presume from the measurements, that two transport
mechanisms seem to be at work in our experiment. The morphological comparison
with numerical simulations and subaqueous experiments confirms that our results
show the same longitudinal and transverse instability.
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3.2. Experimental Methods
Setup

We will briefly list the necessary steps for material preparation and refer to section
2.2.3 for a more detailed description of the equipment used. We coated the hol-
low glass microspheres (HGMs) Q-CEL® 5020FPS with the flow control additive
Aerosil® R812. The preparation includes the following steps.

1. The HGMs and the glidant are mixed for 5 min (for ratio calculation see
section 2.2.3).

2. After drying the coated material in the vacuum oven at 200 °C for 30 min,
we remove larger agglomerates by sieving.

3. The sieving process induces triboelectric charges. We leave the coated material
in a sample container for at least three days to discharge.

4. Before the start of the experiment, we heat the coated material again for at
least 30 min in the vacuum oven at 200 °C.

For the flat particle bed, we used a 25x10cm template, which we filled to a height
of 1 cm with coated material. Because of the material’s high sensitivity to external
stresses, we omitted to smoothen the bed, which results in the appearance of
small impact craters and surface spots left by the impacting particles during the
placement on the bed. Consequently, the particle bed is not entirely flat and smooth
at the onset.

Height Measurements

The entire test section is imaged with a Nikon D3 camera from the top in a 10 sec
interval. A spotlight illuminates the test area from the side. Alternately we can
switch the line laser on to record an image of the structure for the height profile
measurement. With an image analysis program (GIMP) [110], we analyze the
lengths and widths of all bedforms. We obtained the height profiles of the flat
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3. Longitudinal and Transverse Instability of a Flat Particle Bed

particle bed from simple intensity peak picking of the images and triangulation.
The line laser’s angle of incidence α with respect to the test section and the distance
to the baseline x gives us the height at a specific point:

h = tan(α) · x (3.1)

from which we obtain a height profile along the line in wind direction. The workflow
is shown in figure 3.1. We analyze the intensity peak and the height profile for
each image (upper panel). Then, by applying a Savitzky-Golay filter [111], the
profile is smoothed, which can be checked via the intensity peak, and as a result,
the pixel noise is removed. Finally, in the lower panel on the right, we show the
result of the baseline determination. We evaluate each measurement individually,

Figure 3.1.: Workflow of height determination. Before smoothing: the upper panel shows
the original image, the intensity peak plot, and the resulting profile (only pixel values,
no heights). After applying the smoothening function, we get a sharp intensity peak and
a noise-free profile. The last plot shows the baseline determination. Finally, we calculate
the height via triangulation (see equation (3.1)).

i.e., we visually compare the original with the smoothed profile. In this way, we
avoid averaging out possible important features and at the same time ensure that
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3.2. Experimental Methods

artifacts are minimized. The angular displacement of the laser can result in a height
error. The inaccuracy is ∆h = 0.2 mm for a deviation of one degree.

We calibrated the laser line method with a small brick, as its dimensions are well
known [112]. Figure 3.2 shows the result of this measurement. In the inset on
the top left, there is a CAD drawing of the brick marked with a red line to show
the position of the laser line. The CAD images on the right show the dimensions
of the brick [112]. The total length differs by 0.2 mm, as does the length of the
bricks’ mounds. The source of the deviation stems from the smoothing filter being
applied, which reduces noise but smoothes out sharp edges. However, this should
be negligible for the measurements on the bedforms, whose slopes do not show any
sharp edges. We set the fan settings to 50%, which corresponds to a prevailing
wind speed 1 cm above the surface of 3.1 m s−1.

Figure 3.2.: Calibration of the laser line using a small brick. The position of the laser line
is indicated on the left yellow brick. The inset on the right shows a CAD image and the
dimensions of the brick. The height profile deviates by 0.2 mm from the original size in
the measured length. CAD image: reused and modified with permission from Christoph
Bartneck [112].

Flux Measurement and Saturation Length

The change of the height profile of the flat particle bed with time is used to derive
the saturation length lsat as described by Andreotti et al. [47]. In this case, the
particle bed is height matched with a flat metal plate upwind to minimize changes
to the wind profile from the height profile of the particle bed. The experimental
setup is shown in figure 3.3. Using mass conservation, the particle flux q(x) at a
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3. Longitudinal and Transverse Instability of a Flat Particle Bed

distance x from the onset of the particle bed can be approximated from the height
changes ∆h with time ∆t upwind from x:

q(x) = −
∫ x

0

∆h(ξ)
∆t

dξ. (3.2)

The flux profile can be fitted with:

q(x) = qsat

[
1 − e−(x−x0)/lsat

]
(3.3)

to obtain the value of the saturated flux qsat and the saturation length lsat, where
x0 is a freely adjustable parameter [47]. The flux evaluation is based on two height
profiles, which are a minute apart. We performed the flux measurement multiple
times to ensure its not a transient feature.

Figure 3.3.: Setup for the flat bed particle flux measurement: Scheme sketching the
measurement principle. A flat particle bed with 1 cm height, matched to the height of
the metal plate ahead. We determine the baseline from the part of the laser lying on the
metal plate.
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Furthermore, we aim to compare the result of our particle flux measurement with
theoretical predictions for the saturated flux of bedload. Duran et al. [113] provide
the expression for this in their work on the numerical approach for sediment
transport:

qsat ∝ Θ3/2
√(

ρp

ρf

− 1
)

gd3 (3.4)

with the Shields number Θ, the densities of the particle ρp and fluid ρf respectively,
the gravitational acceleration g and particle diameter d.

Comparison to Numerical Simulation and Subaqueous
Experiment

We shall classify our results by comparing them to numerical simulation results by
Parteli et al. [99] and the results of water-tank experiments performed by Reffet
et al. [101], shown in figure 3.4. The numerical simulation results by Parteli et al.
[99] and the linear stability analysis of transverse dunes performed by Melo et al.
[100] show that transverse dunes with respect to any along-axis perturbation are
not stable [99, 100]. The transverse instability is due to lateral sand transport
by avalanches at the slip face [99, 100]. Thus, a transverse sand bar migrating
on bedrock in an area of low sand availability breaks completely into chains of
barchans [99, 100]. We will compare our results with the results shown in figure
3.4.

In addition, we will analyze the measured lengths and widths of the bedforms to
estimate the saturation length. For this, we use the equation (1.28) introduced
in section 1.4, where the maximum wavelength λmax ∼ 12lsat was estimated from
the maximum growth rate of authors Elbelrhiti et al. [55] and an estimate of the
minimum width Wmin ∼ 12lsat of a dune from authors Parteli et al. [62].
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3. Longitudinal and Transverse Instability of a Flat Particle Bed

Figure 3.4.: Transverse instability of dunes from (a) numerical simulations [99]: the
evolution of a transverse dune at different times evolving under unidirectional wind,
decaying into a chain of barchans. b) water-tank experiments [101]: a transverse dune
decaying into barchan chains. Images credit: Sylvain Courrech du Pont; Laboratoire MSC
(Matière et Systèmes Complexes), UMR 7057, Université Paris Diderot, Paris, France.
Reused with permission from Ref [100]. Copyrighted by Elsevier.
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3.3. Results
3.3.1. Incipient Bedform Growth under Unidirectional

Wind

Figure 3.5 shows the evolution of a rectangular flat particle bed of coated hollow
microspheres into two transverse bars under wind exposure. The white arrow gives
the wind direction; we note the experiment time in the left corner of each image. The
black dots on the test surface are each 5 cm apart and help to evaluate migration
distances during an experimental run.

After turning on the airflow, structures emerge from the flat particle bed, forming
sinuous crests transverse to the wind direction. Within 20 seconds, three parallel
fronts develop (t= 60 s): the first, corresponding to the rearmost front, has a regular
gentle crestline; the second central front, which has a stronger sinuous crestline;
and the third, corresponding to the leading edge of the flat particle bed, which
shows a jagged crestline.

Starting with the fourth image, the bed breaks up along the crestline, and centimeter-
sized bedforms detach from the leading front. The morphological characteristics of
the single bedforms are a crescent-shaped body and crest, preceding horns that
face downwind. Based on the morphological similarity to barchan dunes and the
centimeter-sized dimensions of a ripple, we referred to the resulting individual
bedforms as barchan-ripple (see section 1.5). Within 20 seconds, the barchan-
ripples still attached to the central front detach and migrate downwind, first
as barchanoids and then as individual barchan-ripples. At the same time, two
transverse, parabolic bars form along the back two crests, developing a distinct
zone without particles. At the leading edges of the bars, barchan-ripples detach and
migrate downwind. Almost all these individual barchan-ripples have either trailing
arms (wings) pointing upwind or a slightly extended arm pointing downwind. The
rearmost edge of the initially flat bed features several millimeter-sized indentations
on the surface over 160 seconds; the last bar is still in its initial starting position in
the last image.
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Figure 3.5.: Evolution of a rectangular flat particle bed of coated hollow microspheres into
two transverse bars under wind exposure. The white arrow indicates the wind direction;
experiment time is noted in the respective lower left corner. Three parallel fronts develop:
barchan-ripples detach from the leading front and migrate downwind, while the other
two fronts transform into transverse bars.
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3.3.2. Formation of Aeolian Barchan-Ripples

Figure 3.6 focuses on the decay of the central transverse bar into barchan-ripple
chains and finally into individual barchan-ripples. In the inset, the redrawn contours
represent the bedforms shown in the main image, color-coded corresponding to their
timeline. The topmost image shows a mixed form of transverse bar and various
broad barchan-ripple chains, which decay after 100 seconds into two barchan-ripple
pairs and three single ones.

Figure 3.7 shows an enlarged version of the inset in figure 3.6 with an additional
position of the transverse bar (in dark green) to detect and measure the migrated
distance at the onset. In the background of the bedforms, we see the wind speed
matrix from section 2.3. The total width of the transverse bar stretches across
different speed zones, which we discussed in detail in section 2.3.3.

Parteli et al. [99] propose an upper boundary for the length at which the transverse
dune destabilizes:

L∞ ≤ cL0 ln(H/z0) (3.5)

with L0 the length from the barchan’s back to the slip face, the width-to-length
ratio c = W/L0, the barchan’s height H, and the roughness length z0. We measured
a roughness length for our system in section 2.17 of 35 µm. With the laser method,
we measured the maximum height of a single barchan-ripple, which is approximately
3 mm. From figure 3.6 we obtain approximately a width of 2 cm and a length L0 of
3.5 cm, i.e., c ≈ 0.57. From these values, we can estimate an upper boundary for
the destabilization length of:

L∞ ≤ 0.57 · ln
( 3 mm

35 µm

)
≈ 2.6L0 = 9 cm. (3.6)
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Figure 3.6.: Central transverse bar breaks into barchan-like chains; a single barchan-like
bedform is left after 910 s. The time difference between successive images corresponds to
one turnover time. The inset shows the bedforms actual distance and is color-coded to
distinguish their timeline. The time t′ corresponds to t = 160 + t′.



3.3. Results

Figure 3.7.: Outlines of bedforms with the wind speed matrix in the background (from
section 2.3); the right bar gives the color-coded velocities (one square is ∼ 5 cm) and the
white arrow the wind direction. The transverse bar is located in different speed zones and
travels approximately 2L0 before breaking into barchan-ripples, where L0 is the distance
from the barchans’ back to the crest.

Figure 3.8 shows the evolution of the center of the rearmost transverse bar into
a chain of three barchan-ripples. The time t∗ corresponds to t = 140 s + t∗; the
inset is used to estimate the distances and corresponds to the first and the last two
images. Within 15 min, the bedform migrates a total of 15 cm downwind. In these
six images, we can follow the onset of barchan-ripple evolution: from an irregular
transverse bar, a roundish, broad barchan-ripple develops at first, with narrow
horns and a small slip face, subsequently broadening by a factor of three. Within a
minute, the broad transverse arm attached to the right side of the body detaches
and evolves into a smaller barchan-ripple with an elongated right arm. The last
two images show the decay into a two-chain barchan-ripple, catching up with the
preceding one at the edge and then merging into a chain of three barchan-ripples,
all of approximately 4 cm length.
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3. Longitudinal and Transverse Instability of a Flat Particle Bed

Figure 3.8.: Evolution of the central rearmost transverse bar into a chain of three barchan-
ripples. The time t∗ corresponds to t = 140 s + t∗; the inset shows the outlines of the first
and last two bedforms to simplify the estimation of distance. The white arrow gives the
wind direction, and the scale is valid for all images. We can follow how the transverse bar
breaks successively into a chain of barchan-ripples, migrating a total of 15 cm downwind.

A comparison between chains of barchans, all evolved from a transverse bar in (a,b)
our wind tunnel, (c,e) in a water tank experiment, (d,f) as a results of numerical
simulations is shown in figure 3.9. The morphology of all three results is comparable.
We know, that the maximum wavelength λmax, derived by the maximum growth
rate [55] (see section 1.4), is proportional to the saturation length lsat:

λmax ∼ 12lsat. (3.7)

From this equation we estimate lsat ∼ 2.5 mm for our system. This estimation can
also be made by using the width W of the bedforms, as suggested by Parteli et al.
[62]. There, the width of the smallest barchan, Wmin, is approximately 12lsat. Since
the barchans shown in figure 3.9 are not the smallest bedforms we observe, we have
to measure the width of the smallest migrating bedform with horns [62]. With a
width of Wmin ∼ 1.5 cm we obtain a saturation length of about 1.3 mm.
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3.3. Results

Figure 3.9.: Transverse bars decaying into chains of barchans: in the wind tunnel (a,b), a
water tank experiment (c,e), and numerical simulation (d,f). The results from two labo-
ratory experiments under aeolian and subaqueous conditions and a numerical simulation
result show the same morphological evolution. Figures from the right column are adapted
with permission from Ref. [99].
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3.3.3. Particle Flux Measurement

Figure 3.10.: Particle flux q(x) over a flat particle bed of coated hollow microspheres
as calculated from the bed height changes using eq. 3.2. Solid red line gives the best
fit to the data range (dotted lines) up to the first saturation of the particle flux; the
particle bed starts at x ≈ 15 mm. A saturation plateau of 10 mm width is followed by a
slightly oscillating behavior of the flux curve. From the fit we obtain a saturation length
of 5.4 mm with a local saturation flux of qsat = 0.74 mm2 s−1.

Figure 3.10 shows the particle flux q(x) over a flat particle bed of coated hollow
microspheres as a function of the distance from the windward edge of the particle
bed. We calculated the particle flux from the bed height equation (3.2); the solid
red line gives the best fit to the data using equation (3.3) up to the first saturation
of the particle flux. The dotted lines show the data range we used for the fit;
the particle bed starts approximately at x=15 mm. The flux increases in the first
10 mm after the leading metal plate and reaches a plateau of approximately 10 mm
width. After that, the flux increases further; overall, we observe a slightly oscillating
behavior of the flux curve. The obtained values for the saturation length lsat show
the wind saturates within 5.4 mm over the particle beds used in the experiments,
with a saturation flux of qsat = 0.74 mm2 s−1.
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We shall compare this value with a prediction of the saturated flux in the bedload
regime. For our particle system, equation (3.4) yields:

qsat ∝ Θ3/2
√(

ρp

ρf

− 1
)

gd3 = 0.23/2
√

196 · 9.81m

s2 · 43 µm3 ∼ 10−6m2 s−1 (3.8)

with the Shields number Θ, the densities of the particle ρp and fluid ρf respectively,
the gravitational acceleration g and the particle diameter d [113]. The predicted
saturation flux order of magnitude agrees with the measured local saturated flux.

3.4. Discussion

Starting with a 1 cm high flat particle bed of coated hollow glass microspheres, we
observe the instability of the entire bed under aeolian conditions. First, the bed
destabilizes into two transverse bars that migrate downwind, decay into multiple
barchan chains, and finally into individual migrating barchans.

The parabolic shape of the transverse bars results from the lateral wind gradient on
the test surface; consequently, the edges are located in velocity zones with slightly
higher wind speeds and migrate downwind faster, as can be seen in figure 3.7. We
observe the transverse instability from the decay of the transverse bars into barchan
chains. For the predicted upper boundary of the destabilization length we obtain:

L∞ ≤ 9 cm ∼ 2.6L0 (3.9)

which is in agreement with our measurements of approximately L∞ ∼ 2L0.

Our results indicate a millimeter-sized saturation length lsat. We know that lsat

defines the minimum length scale below which a heap will erode [56]. The maximum
sediment flux must be positioned upstream of the crest for a heap to grow, where
sediment deposition occurs. The formation of bedforms from a flat particle bed
migrating downwind independently and self-organized suggests a saturation length
of several millimeters. The barchan-ripples seem to maintain their lengths and
widths and have a distinct body shape. Estimating the saturation length from the
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maximum wavelength and minimum width also indicates a millimeter-sized value
for lsat.

We measured the particle flux over a coated flat particle bed derived from height
changes and showed that the flux exhibits a non-trivial saturation behavior. Overall,
the flux did not saturate within the length scales accessible in our experiment.
Instead, we observe an oscillating behavior with local saturation plateaus. The
saturation length resulting from these plateaus is in the order of a few millimeters.
Comparing the measured saturation flux values with the predicted saturated flux
for bedload shows that the orders of magnitude of the saturated flux and the
calculated theoretical value are comparable.

The origin of this non-monotonic saturation still needs to be clarified and may be
related to details of the setup used. However, the measured data clearly show that
the particle flux has a saturation plateau along an unsaturated overall flux curve.
We suggest that this flux behavior indicates two transport mechanisms at work in
our experiment: suspension and bedload transport. From our calculations in section
1.5 and our results in section 2.3, we found a viscous sublayer thickness of about ∼
70 µm for our particle system at a wind speed of approximately 3 m s−1. In these
sections, we also argued that we should observe viscous bedload transport based
on the calculations since our particle diameter is smaller than the viscous sublayer
thickness, and thus bedload transport should be possible. The potential cause for
the occurrence of suspension could be fluctuations in wind speed, which have a
strong effect on the thickness of the viscous sublayer. A minimal change in wind
speed may already decrease the thickness of the viscous sublayer to the particle
diameter, which means that the particles are directly entrained in suspension due
to their properties (low density, small diameter). Therefore, we assume that the
unsaturated flux, which increases steadily and does not saturate in our wind tunnel
scales, corresponds to the suspension flux. Direct measurements of the saturation
length for the transport mechanism bedload are challenging since the length is
typically comparable to the grain size [10]. Nevertheless, the estimates of the
saturation length from the morphological observation and the direct measurement
suggest an order of magnitude of millimeters, and thus a longitudinal instability
observable in the length scales available to us.
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Finally, the morphological similarity of the barchan chains and the agreement of the
predicted length scales at which the transverse bars decay into barchans strongly
supports that our bedforms are subject to the same longitudinal instability and
transverse instability as subaqueous ripples and aeolian dunes.

Our results also highlight the need for further investigation to confirm and test
several hypotheses. For example, the denotation of the bedforms as barchans misses
a more precise characterization of the centimeter-sized bedforms. Similarly, the
question arises as to which transport mechanism dominates in our wind tunnel and
is responsible for particle transport. The flux measurements give first indications
but are challenging to interpret and require confirmatory measurements.

3.5. Conclusions

In conclusion, we showed that a flat particle bed of coated hollow microspheres is
unstable under aeolian conditions, and transverse bars form and decay into barchan
chains after a length of approximately 2L0, where L0 is the barchan’s length up to
its crest. We show the onset of two transverse bars decaying into barchan chains
within a length that is predicted by authors Parteli et al. [99], supporting numerical
simulation results that predict this transverse instability. We derived a saturation
length in the order of millimeters from the dimensions of the barchan-ripples using
two different theoretical expressions.

Furthermore, we compare the barchan chains evolved in our wind tunnel with the
results of subaqueous experiments and numerical simulations to show a remarkable
morphological similarity. Our results support that barchan bedforms are subject to
two different types of instability: the longitudinal and the transverse instability.

Finally, we measured the particle flux over a bed of coated hollow glass microspheres
and found an unexpected non-trivial saturation behavior. We identified a local
saturation from the oscillating flux curve and derived a saturation length of several
millimeters, which agrees with our previous results and calculations. Furthermore,
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we suggest that the particle flux curve indicates two transport mechanisms prevalent
in our experiment: bedload transport and suspension.

The challenging interpretation of the complex particle flux curve underlines the
necessity to study the transport mechanism in more detail. In addition to a
particle transport near the bed, the particles also appear to go into suspension, an
observation that measurements will further illuminate in the next chapters. With
a size of a few centimeters, single bedforms should also emerge from small heaps,
which we will examine in the next chapter. Earlier experiments starting from a
spherical particle bed are shown in the outlook of this work.
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4 Evolution of a Migrating
Aeolian Barchan-Ripple

A centimeter-sized barchan-ripple that evolved in the wind tunnel

‘The geomorphologist, aware of the vast periods of time during which
his processes have acted, is rightly doubtful of the ability of the physicist
and the chemist to imitate them usefully in their laboratories.’

R.A.Bagnold (1941)
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The study of sedimentary bedform formation in the laboratory presupposes
a saturation length that is on the order of the accessible length scale. Under
aeolian conditions the saturation length ranges typically from 50 cm to 1 m.
Here we show that a particle heap of coated hollow microspheres evolves
into a self-organizing, migrating barchan-ripple under aeolian transport and
is governed by the same instability mechanism as subaqueous ripples and
aeolian dunes. We show the evolution from a transient onset to a steady
state, in which the morphology of the barchan-ripple remains unchanged
over several turnover times. Height measurements show growth during
the transient phase, which is an indicator for a saturation length of a few
millimeters. The height profiles along the central line verify the stability of
the barchan-ripple as soon as it reaches a steady state. The calculations of
characteristic parameters of the centimeter-sized structures are in agreement
with theoretical predictions and underline the validity of current transport
and bedform formation models.
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4.1. Introduction

In section 2.2, we introduced a particle system, which we used to form flat particle
beds in chapter 3, and observed the onset of instability and the formation of
bedforms under wind exposure. We determined the saturation length using two
measurement methods: indirect, via length and width measurements and the
comparison to predictions and direct measurement of the local saturated particle
flux. A reduction of the saturation length to a millimeter scale and the appearance of
barchan-ripples over the entire test area suggest that the centimeter-sized bedforms
may also arise from single heaps.

After introducing the experimental methods, we will follow the evolution of a
particle heap of coated hollow microspheres in detail. For this purpose, we first
show superimposed images in a time-lapse sequence and follow the evolution steps
of the barchan-ripple from the onset. Then, we map the dimensions of the structure,
measure the maximum height, and show the evolution of the height profile up to
its steady state form. Furthermore, we will show that even from an irregularly
shaped initial pile, a barchan-ripple eventually emerges again. Finally, we relate
our bedforms to subaqueous ripples and aeolian dunes by comparing characteristic
length predictions with our results.

4.2. Experimental Methods

We prepared coated hollow glass microspheres (HGMs), following the protocol in
section 2.2.3, which includes mixing the HGMs with the flowing agent, vacuum
oven treatment at 200 °C for 30 min, sieving, resting for three days, reheating for
30 min before an experimental run. The particles were placed on the test surface
through an hourglass-shaped double-funnel, as sketched in figure 4.1. This has two
advantages: we can place a precise heap and avoid a high flow rate of impacting
particles on the heap. With this technique, we placed particle heaps with an initial
diameter of 5 cm and a volume of approximately 8 mL onto the test section.
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Figure 4.1.: A comparison between two different placement techniques. Left: pouring the
material with a measurement spoon will lead to a high flow rate of impacting particles on
an irregular heap. Right: an hourglass-shaped double-funnel simplifies a precise placement
and helps maintain a low flow rate while pouring the material from the measurement
spoon.

We image the entire test area with a Nikon D3 camera from the top in a 5 sec
interval. A spotlight illuminates the test area from one side. Alternately we switch
the line laser on every 10 sec to record a laser image of the structure for the height
profile measurement. The setup is sketched in figure 4.2.

With an image analysis program (GIMP) [110], we analyze the lengths and widths
of all bedforms. We obtained the height profiles of the central line from simple
intensity peak picking of the images and triangulation, as described in the method
section in chapter 3. The line lasers’ angle of incidence α with respect to the test
section and the distance to the baseline gives us the height at a specific point,
see equation (3.1), from which we obtain a height profile along the line in wind
direction. During an experimental run, we move the laser along the migration path
of the bedform. This can lead to an angular displacement of the laser, which results
in a height error. The inaccuracy is ∆h = 0.2 mm for a deviation of one degree.

The initial position of the particle heap corresponds to the position chosen in section
2.3.3 for the vertical velocity measurement and is marked in the inset of figure 2.13
(red dot). The prevailing wind speed 1 cm above the surface was 2.6 m s−1 (45%
fan setting), the flow being neither stopped nor interrupted for the entire duration
of the experiment (∼57 min).
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Figure 4.2.: Sketch of setup in the wind tunnel and the placement of the line laser on the
heap. We obtain the structures’ height by image analysis, intensity peak picking, and
triangulation. Dimensions are not to scale. The inset shows a scheme of the image we
obtain and the intensity plot.
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4.3. Results

4.3.1. Morphology from Transient Onset to a Steady State

Figure 4.3 shows superimposed, time-lapsed images of a single particle heap, which
evolved into a self-organized bedform under aeolian conditions. The white arrow
indicates the wind direction. The turnover time, i.e., the time the particle heap
needs to leave its initial position, is indicated below the image. The images are
shown in actual distance, and the scale is given in the upper right corner. The

Figure 4.3.: Superimposed images of a single particle heap evolving into a self-organized
bedform under aeolian conditions at a wind speed of 2.6 m s−1. The initial heap before
wind exposure is shown on the left side, separate from the images taken after wind
exposure. The white arrow indicates the wind direction; the turnover time is the time in
which the barchan travels its own length. The scale is given in the upper right corner,
all images, except the initial heap, are shown in real distance. The initial heap has an
diameter of 5 cm; the barchan has a total length of 3 to 4 cm. The bedform enters a
steady morphological state after leaving the transient phase, where its shape undergoes
two significant changes (see text).

particle heap left its initial position after 27 minutes. The turnover time decreased
successively and equaled 100 seconds at the end of the experiment. The bedform
has a crescent-shaped body and crest; at first roundish and after one turnover time
V-shaped. We see leading horns on the left and right sides of the body, and after
the third image from the left, trailing arms (wings) pointing upwind extend beyond
the bedform’s body, leaving material deposits attached to the horns. The wings
already developed after we took the second image from the left, which is why we
assigned the bedform to the wings phase. After the crescent crest, we see an area
with particles on the downwind side in between the horns. Up to this point, we
classify the bedform as transient. After this, the bedform loses its wings, although
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some residual material remains attached to the horns. We refer to the second phase
of the experiment as steady state, so far, only because its morphology does not
change across three bedform lengths. This chapter will present further results that
underline that this is a steady state.

In figure 4.4 we introduce the bedform’s characteristics in a scheme. The laser line
is placed on the bedform’s central line to obtain a height profile. We distinguish
between the total length L, which includes the length of the horns, and the length
from the bedform’s back to the crest. The total width W includes the wings; we

Figure 4.4.: Schematic drawing of bedform’s characteristics: the total length L, the length
from the barchans’ back to the crest Lsf , the total width W and the horn width Wh.
The laser line is placed on the central slice for the height measurements.

do not take them into account for the horn width Wh. We get the luv (upwind),
and lee (downwind) angles from the elevation profiles. The maximum height hmax

corresponds to the highest elevation measured from the height profile. The slip
face is on the leeward side, and the slope corresponds to the material’s angle of
repose.

Figure 4.5 shows the bedform’s lengths and widths measured from the captured
images over the entire duration of the experiment. The measured dimensions are
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introduced in figure 4.4. The measurement error is ∆ =2 mm and on the order of
the symbol sizes. The first vertical line in figure 4.5 (t =35 min) marks the time at
which the bedform leaves its initial position for the first time, which corresponds to
the second image from the left in figure 4.3. The bedform’s total length increases

Figure 4.5.: The bedform’s lengths and widths over the entire duration of the experiment.
The bedform’s body length increases while it is still in its initial position and remains
constant in the last 20 minutes of the experiment. The width decreases slightly after 20
min, fluctuates, and remains constant as soon as the bedform is in the steady state. The
errors are on the order of symbol size.

during the course. As soon as it leaves the initial position, the length of the bedform
shortens and then remains constant until the end of the experiment. The same
course is observed for Lsf . The total width W does not change in the first phase of
the initial position, then decreases by a few millimeters, remains constant in the
further course until it loses the wings shortly before t =45 min, where its width
decreases. Wh has a similar evolution.

4.3.2. Height Profiles of the Central Slice

Figure 4.6 shows the maximum height of the bedform plotted against time. The
markings and labels are the same as in figure 4.5; the yellow dots show the bedform’s
height corresponding to the images shown in figure 4.3. As described in the methods
section, the measurement uncertainty is ∆h = 0.2 mm. The height of the initial
heap was 5.15 mm. The first data point corresponds to the height of the initial pile
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Figure 4.6.: Maximum heights hmax of the bedform throughout the experiment. Yellow
dots correspond to the bedform’s height shown in figure 4.3. The height fluctuates and
reaches its total maximum of 5.54 mm after the bedform has left its initial position. The
bedform’s height then decreases rapidly by about 1.5 mm in under 5 minutes. In the
steady state, the decrease in height continues slowly.

before wind exposure. We observe a reduction in height shortly after turning on the
flow to 4.45 mm within one minute. In the initial position, the height fluctuated and
reached its total maximum of 5.54 mm in the wings-phase just before t = 40 min.
At this point, the bedform grew by 20% of the height it had one minute after the
start of the experiment. After the total maximum is reached, the height decreases
slowly without fluctuations to a value of approximately 3 mm.

Figure 4.7 shows three height profiles of the bedforms along the central line, as
indicated in figure 4.4. A superimposed, time-lapsed image in the background shows
the bedforms five seconds before the laser image. The horizontal line marks the
first bedform’s maximum height of 4.5 mm. The height fluctuates slightly upwind
in the first height profile and is followed by a 1 cm long plateau. The angles α and
β measured from the elevation profiles (see fig. 4.4) yield a gentle slope of α =
8.2◦ and a steeper slope upwind of β = 30.1◦ degrees. The central height profile
shows a similar course, but the bedform grew in height; the maximum height equals
5.5 mm. The slope upwind changed to α = 9.8◦; the steeper downwind slope is still
β = 30.1◦. While the first two height profiles show a distinct asymmetrical shape,
the third is more symmetrical in comparison. The laser line in the last profile lay
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partially on the narrow horns downwind, which results in a slight dip in height at
the end of the profile. We constructed a straight line to avoid biasing the result
(see dashed line in figure 4.9). With this method, we obtain an angle of repose of
31 degrees. The images in the background show the difference in surface texture

Figure 4.7.: Height profiles of the bedform along the central line in the transient regime.
A superimposed image in the background shows the corresponding bedform shape (W ∼
4 to 5 cm). The vertical line depicts the maximum height of the first profile. After a first
height growth, the bedform decreases to its initial height.

between the first bedform and the other two. In the first image, we can see small
indentations at irregular intervals on the surface, causing a shadow resulting from
the illumination. As soon as the bedform leaves its initial position, we can no longer
observe this phenomenon. The middle bedform seems to be surrounded by material
deposits, and the back also shows small remnants of surface indentations. In the last
image, the surface of the bedform is uniformly smooth. The wings attached to the
horns have a sharp edge where the material deposits on both sides perpendicular
to the wind direction.

In figure 4.8, we applied the same plot concept as in figure 4.7 with the bedforms
in the steady morphological state. The vertical line marks the maximum height of
the first bedform, which is 4.1 mm. After that, the overall height decreases, but the
profile remains nearly unchanged. The maximum height of the last two bedforms is
3.4 mm. The four profiles result in mean luv slopes of 11.1 degrees and an angle
of repose on the leeward side of 31 degrees. Table 4.1 summarizes the measured
values and gives the central slice area, which we obtained from integrating the
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Figure 4.8.: Height profiles of the bedform along the central line in the steady state
regime. A superimposed image in the background shows the corresponding bedform shape
(W ∼ 3 cm). The bedform loses height while maintaining its height profile shape.

area under the height profiles’ curve. Figure 4.9 shows the four steady state height

profile luv angle α [◦] lee angle β [◦] central slice area [mm2]
transient

1 8.2 30.1 130
2 9.8 30.1 145
4 16.8 29.6 60

steady state
1 12.1 32.3 52
2 11.3 32.9 50
3 11.0 29.2 42
4 10.1 29.6 42

Table 4.1.: Luv and lee slopes, and the integration area of the central slices measured
and obtained from the height profile data. The measurement error for the slopes is
∆α = ∆β = 0.5◦.

profiles, rescaled by the maximum height and its position. We see, that the height
profiles match apart from minimal deviations on the upwind and downwind edges
and follow the same curve.

4.3.3. Evolution of a Larger, Irregularly Shaped Heap

Figure 4.10 shows a superimposed image of an experiment evolved from an irregular-
shaped, large initial pile. The actual distances are shown in the scheme. The available
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Figure 4.9.: Rescaled steady state height profile curve. t1 corresponds to the first height
profile. Apart from minimal deviations on the upwind and downwind edges, the height
profiles follow the same curve. The dashed line indicates the line we draw to calculate
the angle of repose.

quantity of material is about ten times as much as in the previously presented
experiment, and the wind velocity is 4.1 m s−1 (60% fan setting). In the first picture,

Figure 4.10.: Bedform evolving from an irregular-shaped, large initial pile under a wind
velocity of 4.1 m s−1. The inset shows a scheme of the bedform’s actual distances. The
white arrow indicates the wind direction. The initial volume is approximately ten times
higher than in the previous experiment (figure 4.3). A large crescent-shaped bedform
evolves after the initial position is left and is followed by further significantly mass loss.
In the last picture, a 4 cm long steady state bedform is shown.

we see a bedform with a smooth surface on the windward side. On the lee side,
longitudinal, evenly spaced bedforms are formed, with small amounts of material
detached from the ends. From this structure, a large crescent-shaped bedform
evolves, with a width of 5 cm and a total length of about 9 cm. Then, the bedform
loses considerable mass in a short time, the horn width increases, and the body
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shortens. Finally, the last picture shows a 4 cm long bedform, similar to the one
previously observed.

Figure 4.11 shows close-up perspective photos of the bedform in the last photo in
figure 4.10. The surface is smooth, and the V-shaped body of the bedform is more
elongated than in the first experiment presented. We observe no significant deposits
of material on the horns’ sides. The bedform has a sharp crest, followed by a slip
face. Our measurements of the slope angle at the central slice give 31 degrees.

Figure 4.11.: Close-up perspective photo of the steady state bedform formed from an
irregular-shaped initial heap (see the last image in figure 4.10). The white arrow indicates
the wind direction. The bedform’s characteristics are a V-shaped body, smooth surface,
a sharp crest with well-defined horns, and an area with particles along the horns, which
have an angle of repose of 31 degrees at the central line.
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4.4. Discussion

Our results show the evolution of a particle heap of coated hollow microspheres
into a self-organizing, migrating bedform under aeolian transport. The bedform’s
morphological characteristics are a crescent-shaped body and crest, preceding horns
that face downwind, and an asymmetrical cross-section, with a gentle slope upwind
and a steeper slope following the crest downwind. The steep slope downwind has
the characteristics of a dune’s slip face, which is the lee side of a dune where the
slope approximates the angle of repose of loose sand. For medium-fine sands, the
angle of repose varies from 30.5 to 35.45◦ [103], which is in agreement with our
results.

Thus, our bedform features all morphological characteristics of a barchan dune,
introduced in section 1.4.2 while exhibiting the dimensions of a centimeter-sized
ripple. Barchan dunes evolve and migrate under unidirectional wind and low sand
availability, which applies to our bedforms. We propose the name barchan-ripple to
combine the bedforms’ ripple-sized dimensions to its morphological similarity to
barchan dunes.

This experiment demonstrates that the structure described in section 4 is not
a random feature of our experimental conditions or the setup. We observe the
formation of the same barchan in different sizes below 4 cm throughout the test
area in the wind tunnel.

Our barchan-ripple evolves from an initial particle pile, and we distinguish between
three phases of the experiment.

1. The initial position

The initial position is where we poured the particle pile. The initial barchan, or
proto-barchan, shows small surface indentations and remains at this position for
2/3 of the total experiment duration. The total length L increases together with
its maximum height hmax. The height growth indirectly proves that the saturation
length lsat of the system is small enough to allow particle deposition before the
crest. Only the condition δτ > lsat allows a bedform to grow (see section 1.4).
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2. Wings-Phase

As soon as the barchan leaves its initial position, the turnover time decreases
significantly in the wings regime. Trailing arms (wings) pointing upwind develop
shortly after the second image from the left in figure 4.3, turning the bedform’s
body into a shape that has a remarkable resemblance to barchan dunes, whose
horns are fixed by vegetation [114]. We assume that the combination of cohesive
material and the sandpaper-covered test section leads to wing development. The
experimental condition is similar to an environment in which barchan dunes are
surrounded by vegetation, and plants fix their horns [2, 114–116].

The barchan’s surface is smooth, and we can no longer observe any indentations.
The length shortens abruptly in the wings-phase, giving the impression that the
barchan is relaxing into its self-organized V-form shape. The lengths, heights,
and height profiles confirm this impression. The surface structure, dynamics, and
morphology change as soon as the barchan leaves its initial position. However, this
only occurs after the entire material has been rearranged once by the wind.

The barchan reaches its maximum height. In the transient phase, which covers
the initial position and wings-phase, the bedform grows by 1 mm in height, which
corresponds to 20% of the first height obtained after turning on the wind.

3. Steady State

We observe the barchan-ripple in its invariant shape, migrating several turnover
times downwind with stable lengths and widths in the steady state. A sharp crest
and well-defined horns characterize the stable morphology and a generally distinct
body shape with a gentle slope of about 11 degrees upwind and a slip face downwind
with an angle of repose of about 31 degrees. We can clearly distinguish the barchan’s
steady state shape from the proto-barchan, which exhibits a transient morphology.
Although the height decreases slowly in this phase, the height profile shape remains
stable. In addition, the initial pile is not a prerequisite for forming a steady state
barchan-ripple, as shown in figure 4.10.
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Comparison with subaqueous ripples and aeolian dunes

The aeolian barchan-ripple morphology is strikingly similar to subaqueous ripples
and aeolian barchan dunes. We know, that mature subaqueous ripples and aeolian
dunes have a height-to-length ratio of approximately 1/15 [12, 82, 83]. For a total
length of the steady state dune of 4 cm the ratio gives a height of approximately
3 mm, which is in agreement with our results. If we apply equation (1.24) [10],
which is the bedload saturation length predicted by Duran Vinent et al. [10], with
values from our particle system and fluid, it yields:

lsat = ab Red d

Ga1.2 = 140 · 0.6
0.851.2 · 43 µm ∼ 4 mm (4.1)

with the proportionality constant ab = 140, the grain-based Reynolds number Red,
the Galileo number Ga and the particle diameter d (for details see section 2.2.4).
The maximum wavelength λmax is derived by the maximum growth rate [55] (see
section 1.4) and is proportional to the saturation length lsat:

λmax ∼ 12lsat ∼ 5 cm. (4.2)

The prediction of approximately 5 cm as the bedform’s maximum size agrees with
our results. Even at higher initial volumes, as shown in figure 4.10, the barchan-
ripple relaxes to a size of about 4 cm.

If we apply equation (1.20) for the saturation length with saltation as transport
mechanism, we obtain approximately 4 cm for lsat. This value is close to the size
of the barchan-ripple, which implies that our initial 5 cm particle heap should be
entirely eroded by the wind without any height growth [62].

We can conclude from the height measurements and image analysis that the barchan
seems to loose particles that are not deposited at the crest. Since we did not equip
our setup with a particle feeder, the barchan suffers a net loss of particles and
migrates shrunken to a smaller size. Therefore, we assume that the particles go into
suspension, which is qualitatively supported by the results in figure 4.10 and by
the decreasing central slice area given in table 4.1. In addition, the superimposed
images show a significant decrease in the bedform’s length and width. However,
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measurements of the transport mechanisms at work are necessary to prove this
hypothesis. Furthermore, we find that the barchan-ripple’s steady state shape varies
slightly. The comparison of figure 4.8 and 4.11 shows more pronounced wings in
the first figure. The material’s cohesion might be the origin of this since the test
surface has the same sandpaper surface in both cases. However, this remains only
a qualitative observation and should be investigated further.

4.5. Conclusions

We showed that a particle heap of coated hollow microspheres evolves into self-
organizing, migrating structures under aeolian transport. The shape is that of
a barchan dune, while its dimensions are ripple-sized, so we propose the name
barchan-ripple. The experimental process is characterized by three phases: the
initial position, the wings-phase, and the steady state.

The first phase spans 2/3 of the experiment time and is characterized by the
elongation of the barchan body, height fluctuations, and small indentations on the
surface. After that, the previously roundish proto-barchan evolves into an elongated
barchan-ripple, with trailing arms (wings) pointing upwind. The overall length
shortens, and the barchan-ripple reaches its maximum height. The barchan-ripple
converges into a steady state in the final phase, with a stable morphology. While
maintaining constant height profile shapes, the height slowly decreases in the last
phase.

Furthermore, we observe that the barchan-ripple grows in height. This indicates a
saturation length of a few millimeters since only in this case, δτ > lsat deposition of
particles occurs before the crest [10]. A comparison with characteristic parameters
highlights that the barchan-ripples observed in this study are subject to the same
longitudinal instability as subaqueous ripples and aeolian dunes.

Finally, based on the predictions from numerical models and the derived quantities
for bedform sizes that should appear, we suggest that the dominant transport
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mechanism for barchan-ripple formation is viscous bedload transport. This hypoth-
esis motivates further detailed investigations and will be the following chapter’s
focus.
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5 Aeolian Viscous Bedload as
Transport Mechanism

Single frame image of an aeolian viscous bedload barchan-ripple

‘It seemed to me, however, that the subject of sand movement lies far
more in the realm of physics than of geomorphology; and if any advance
were to be made in our knowledge of it, it must in the first instance be
approached via the study of the behaviour of a single grain in a stream
of wind.’

R.A.Bagnold (1941)
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Studying the formation of aeolian bedforms in the laboratory governed by
the viscous bedload transport regime requires carefully selecting the mate-
rial used. Here we show that the dominant transport mechanism leading
to the formation of aeolian barchan-ripples is viscous bedload transport.
To do this, we compare two particle systems with similar densities and dif-
ferent particle diameters (43 and 80 µm). We measure the particle velocity
under wind exposure via high-speed imaging and find that the velocities
differ by a factor of 4, consistent with the prevailing wind velocities at the
respective transport layer height. Finally, we show that a heap of 80 µm
particles erodes within seconds, which agrees with the predicted saturation
length and corresponds to a hydrodynamic roughening inducing a turbulent
hydrodynamic response. Our results show the transition from bedload-to-
suspension-transport controlled by the delicate balance of aeolian viscous
sublayer thickness and particle diameter.
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5.1. Introduction

In the last two chapters, we studied the formation of aeolian barchan-ripples
comprised of coated hollow glass microspheres from a flat particle bed and a single
particle heap, following the development from the onset to a mature bedform in
its steady state. We derived a local saturation length lsat of a few millimeters
from the particle flux over a flat bed (section 3.3.3); however, the total flux did
not saturate on the length scales available to us. From this measurement and
previous considerations and calculations (chapter 2), we suggested that two types
of transport must be at work: viscous bedload and suspension.

We concluded that the dominant transport mechanism responsible for the formation
of barchan-ripples is viscous bedload transport and that the suspension component
causes the observed bedform to lose height even in the steady state. So far, our
argument is based only on calculations of numerical model predictions and derived
quantities indicative of the dominant transport regime.

Here we demonstrate that the transport mechanism responsible for aeolian barchan-
ripple formation is viscous bedload. To this end, we select a similar particle system
to that introduced in section 2.2 that differs only in particle diameter (43 µm vs.
80 µm). In the methods section 5.2, we introduce the properties of this particle
system, describe the setup we will use to determine the particle velocity on a heap,
and finally introduce a theoretical expression for the saturation length derived by
Pähtz et al. [46], that is directly dependent on the particle velocity. This provides
us an additional lsat, whose value we can compare with the saturation lengths
calculated in previous chapters.

Finally, we show that an 80 µm particle heap does not grow in its height and
transitions to a transient bedform before being eroded by the wind, which is
in agreement with the calculated lsat. We discuss the significance of our results
afterward and finally classify our experiment into the numerical model of Duran
Vinent et al. [10].
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5.2. Experimental Methods

Material Selection

In section 2.2, we introduced and characterized the hollow glass microspheres
(HGMs) Q-CEL® 5020FPS. As an additional type for the experiments in this
chapter, we chose the HGMs Q-CEL® 6019, which have a particle diameter of 80
microns and a density of 190 kg m−3 [117], similar to the 43 µm particle density of
236 kg m−3.

The sample preparation includes the coating process, the oven treatment, the sieving
process, and the resting time of a few days to minimize triboelectric charging, as
described in detail in section 2.2.3. We calculated a ratio of 0.0033 for the Aerosil
coating following the calculations presented in section 2.2.4. The time in the vacuum
oven was the same for both types of particles. To exclude smaller particles than
80 microns from the heap, we sieved out all particles below 80 microns. Then, as
described in section 4.2 we poured the prepared particles through a double-funnel.
Finally, we exposed both heaps to a wind speed of approximately 3.1 m s−1.

Experimental Setup

Figure 5.1 shows the setup for determining particle velocities on the heap using
high-speed imaging. We use the high-speed camera introduced in section 2.3.2.
There are two techniques to illuminate the heaps for tracking: with the laser sheet
on the central line (1) or by illuminating the entire test area with a spotlight
(2). For the measurement of the particle velocity of the 43 µm particle system
we use method 2, as the particle motion was difficult to detect with the former
method, which we used for the 80 µm particles. The camera captures 1000 frames
per second; from a calibration measurement, we know the scale; thus, we can
calculate the particle velocity. We manually selected 50 different particles from a
three-second high-speed recording window for both particle systems and measured
their velocity. The average particle velocity is the mean of the 50 measurements;
the error corresponds to the standard deviation. In addition, we determined the
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height profiles of a particle heap using the laser method, as described in detail in
chapter 3.

Figure 5.1.: Schematic of the experimental wind tunnel setup for the determination of
particle velocities. We obtained the high-speed camera images with 1) a laser sheet on
the heap or 2) spotlight illumination. The insets show the tracking principle with the
two techniques; the arrow in the inset points on a particle moving between two frames.
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Saturation Length as a Function of Particle Velocity

In section 1.3.3 we introduced a saturation length derived by Pähtz et al. [46] which
is a function of the average particle velocity. We will measure the particle velocities
of both particle systems and thus have access to the predicted saturation length.
There are two different expressions, depending on the transport regime. For the
subaqueous regime, the saturation length is:

lsubaq
sat = [2s + 1]cvVsVrsF [µ(s − 1)g]−1 (5.1)

with the particle-fluid density ratio s, the gravitational acceleration g, Vs the average
particle velocity towards its steady state value, Vrs the steady state value of the
relative velocity Vr, the value F depending on Vrs and the steady state particle
speed square correlation cv ≈ 1.3(1.7), for aeolian (subaqueous) conditions. We have
access to all values and only need to measure the particle velocity. The expression
for Vrs, the steady state value of the relative velocity Vr, is given by:

Vrs = [
√

8µ(s − 1)gd/9 + (8ν/d)2 − 8ν/d] (5.2)

with the Coulomb friction coefficient µ as an empirical quantity. Pähtz et al. [46]
derive µ for both subaqueous (µsub ≈ 0.5) and aeolian conditions (µaeol ≈ 1.0). All
other values, such as particle diameter d, particle-fluid density ratio s = ρp/ρf ,
kinematic viscosity ν and g are at hand. The value F is dependent on Vrs and given
by:

F = [Vrs + 16ν/d][2Vrs + 16ν/d]−1. (5.3)

For the saturation length under aeolian conditions there is a simpler form in the
limit of large u∗/ut:

laeol
sat ≈ 3cvV 2

s [µg]−1. (5.4)

We refer to reference [46] and the article’s supplemental material for the derivation
and more details on the expressions and their values. We will calculate the sub-
aqueous and aeolian saturation length for both particle systems, respectively, to
compare them later in the discussion.
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5.3. Results

5.3.1. Transition from Viscous Bedload to Suspension

Figure 5.2 shows two single frame images of particle heaps consisting of 43 µm and
80 µm sized particles recorded during to equally strong wind exposure in lateral
view. The length scale is valid for both images; the white arrow indicates the wind
direction. The inset shows two schematic drawings from reference [10], which we
introduced in section 1.4 and will address in the discussion. The top image shows a
heap consisting of 43 µm sized particles, which corresponds to the barchan-ripple
in the steady state. On the downwind side, we see a cloud of particles that allows
resolving individual particles in contrast to the dark background. We measure a
transport layer thickness of about 0.1 mm on the downwind, slightly overexposed
side. The transport layer thickness corresponds to the height in which the particle
motion occurs. In the lower image, we observe moving particles across the entire
surface. Here the layer thickness expands to about 1 mm, and we can resolve
individual particles above the overexposed layer, entrained by the wind tangentially
to the heap.

For the 43 micron-sized particles, we measured an average particle velocity with
the method described in section 5.2, and obtain:

v43 = 0.32 ± 0.08 m s−1 (5.5)

and for the 80 micron sized particles:

v80 = 1.4 ± 0.3 m s−1. (5.6)

The thickness of the viscous sublayer δν is proportional to the kinematic viscosity
ν divided by the shear velocity u∗ according to equation (1.7) and is approximately
70 µm for the set wind speed. The measured shear velocity was u∗ = 0.207 ±
0.012 m s−1 and the roughness length z0 = 35 ± 14 µm. The 43 µm micron-sized
particles are smaller than the viscous sublayer thickness, for which a linear velocity
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profile according to equation (1.8) applies; we calculated the shear velocity for the
used wind speed in our system in section 2.3.

This results in a wind speed at height z = 0.1 mm of:

U43(z) = u∗

δν

z = 0.207 m s−1

70 µm · 0.1 mm = 0.30 ± 0.04 m s−1. (5.7)

For the 80 micron sized particles, we calculate the wind speed at 1 mm height
according to the law-of-wall (eq. 1.5):

U80(z) = u∗

κ
ln
(

z

z0

)
= 1.7 ± 0.2 m s−1 (5.8)

with the Kármán constant κ = 0.4.

In table 5.1 we list the basic parameters we used to calculate the saturation lengths
for both types of particles and give the results in the last two rows. We use two
expressions, equations (5.1) and (5.4), introduced in the methods section. Our
calculations yield lsubaq

sat = 0.15 cm and 1.8 cm for the bedload saturation length,
and an aeolian saturation length of laeol

sat = 4 cm and 78 cm of the 43 µm and 80 µm
particle systems, respectively.

particle type
Parameter Notation 5020FPS 6019 Unit
Particle velocity v 0.32 ± 0.08 1.4 ± 0.3 m s−1

Particle density ρp 236 190 kg m−3

Particle diameter d 43 80 µm
Density ratio s = ρf/ρp 197 158

Fluid density ρf 1.2 kg m−3

Gravitational acceleration g 9.81 m s−2

Kinematic viscosity ν 1.45·10−5 m2 s−1

Subaqueous lsat lsubaq
sat 0.15 1.8 cm

Aeolian lsat laeol
sat 4 78 cm

Table 5.1.: Basic parameters used to calculate the saturation length for the 43 µm and
80 µm particle system for subaqueous and aeolian cases after Pähtz et al. [46].
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Figure 5.2.: Single frame images of particle heaps consisting of 43 µm (top) and 80 µm
sized particles (bottom) recorded during wind exposure in lateral view. The white arrow
indicates the wind direction; the given scale is valid for both images. Inset: a schematic
showing the hydrodynamic response to the bed topography, addressed in section 1.4; for
discussion, see text. The layer above the heap, in which the particles move differs by a
factor of 10; the heaps are exposed to the same wind speed of approximately 3.1 m s−1

Inset reprinted with permission from reference [10].
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5. Aeolian Viscous Bedload as Transport Mechanism

5.3.2. Transient Bedform Evolution of 80 µm Particle
System

Figure 5.3.: Evolution of the maximum height hmax of a particle heap consisting of 80 µm
coated hollow microspheres with time. The white arrow gives the wind direction; the
scale is valid for every image. Red dots correspond to the bedform’s height shown in the
image on the background, except the last triangular data point, which is an estimation for
the last image. The height decreases continuously. A migrating crescent-shaped bedform
evolves out of the particle heap, with two horns pointing downwind, which loses its horn
10 cm downwind until only a thin stripe of material remains on the test surface.

Figure 5.3 shows the evolution of the maximum height hmax of a particle heap
consisting of 80 µm coated hollow microspheres under aeolian exposure with time.
In the background are time-lapse images of the single heaps; we marked the
corresponding data point red. The scale for the images is in the upper left; the
white arrow indicates the wind direction; the first image shows the bedform before
wind exposure. The last data point is a triangle, corresponds to the last image,
and was estimated since we could not evaluate the height. The maximum height
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decreases continuously with time. The images show that the particle heap evolves
into a crescent-shaped bedform, with two horns pointing downwind. The bedform
migrates, takes on an irregular shape, and loses its horns 10 centimeters downwind.
We see only a thin strip of material left on the test surface in the last image.

Figure 5.4.: Height profile evolution of a particle heap consisting of coated hollow
glass microsphere with 80 µm diameter under aeolian exposure with time (z-axis) and
normalized x-axis x/xmax. The black arrow indicates the wind direction; the height
profiles are 5 seconds apart. The profile in the background shows the initial pile before
wind exposure. Over time, the height decreases, and the height profile shape is temporary,
changing significantly every 10 seconds.

In figure 5.4, we show the evolution of the height profiles of a particle heap
consisting of 80 mum coated hollow glass microspheres under wind exposure in a
waterfall diagram. The black arrow indicates the wind direction; the height profiles
are 5 seconds apart. The x-axis x/xmax is normalized; thus, the position of the
maximum height of each profile is at one position, while the y-axis corresponds
to the height. The z-axis represents the time in seconds, i.e., the rearmost profile
in the background corresponds to the initial heap before wind exposure, and the
foremost small profile corresponds to the state after 100 seconds of wind exposure.
We observe the successive decrease of the height with time. Furthermore, the profile
shape is only temporary; we find a changed profile shape every 10 seconds. Also
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5. Aeolian Viscous Bedload as Transport Mechanism

noteworthy is that a steep downwind slope forms in the first profiles after the
experiment has started. In the last two profiles at the very front of the plot, the
profile reverses, and the steep slope faces windward.

Figure 5.5.: Height profile evolution of a particle heap consisting of coated hollow
glass microsphere with 43 µm diameter under aeolian exposure with time (z-axis) and
normalized x-axis x/xmax. The black arrow indicates the wind direction. The rearmost
profile corresponds to the heap after a few minutes of wind exposure; the foremost three
show the steady state profiles of the barchan-ripple we characterized in chapter 4.

Figure 5.5 shows selected height profiles of the evolution of a particle heap consisting
of 43 µm coated hollow glass microspheres under wind action; the structure we
characterized as barchan-ripple in chapter 4. The waterfall plot concept is identical
to figure 5.4; the rear profile in the background corresponds to the heap after
a few minutes of wind exposure. The z-axis denotes the time in minutes. We
observe growth in height from this evolution, followed by a rapid decrease after
the third profile. The foremost three height profiles no longer change shape, and
we characterized this phase as steady state, as described in chapter 4. The height
profiles all have a steep slope in the downwind direction.
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5.4. Discussion

We have selected two types of hollow glass microspheres (HGMs) with similar
density and coated the particles with Aerosil® R812: Q-CEL® 5020FPS, with a
particle diameter of 43 microns, and Q-CEL® 6019, with a particle diameter of 80
microns, where we sieved out all particles below 80 µm in size.

In figure 5.2 we notice that the heaps exhibit different transport layer thicknesses.
The larger 80 micron-sized particles are entrained along the entire laser-illuminated
line by the wind at the height of 1 mm. In contrast, the particle transport on the
heap consisting of 43 micron-sized particles is limited to a height of about 0.1 mm
located close to the surface of the heap.

We show that the particle velocities of the different sized particles differ by a factor
of four. Furthermore, comparing the wind speed at the same height shows that
both particle velocity matches the wind speed within the error limits. The particles
are only separated by a difference of 30 microns in diameter, the particle velocities,
and transport mechanisms seems to be entirely different.

With the measured particle velocities, we apply equations (5.1) and (5.4) to
determine the saturation length, derived by Pähtz et al. [46]. Then, we compare
lsat for the subaqueous and aeolian cases for both types of particles. From the
results, we conclude that the saturation length of 1.5 mm for the 43 µm particles is
in agreement with our previous studies and measured length scales from the last
two chapters. In comparison, the predicted saturation length for the aeolian case
is 5 cm. This value is not consistent with our previous observations, as the steady
state barchan-ripples is stable at a size of approximately 3 to 4 cm and laeol

sat would
exceed this length. These results contrast sharply with the 80 micron-sized particle
heaps with a longer saturation length between 1.8 cm in the subaqueous and 90 cm
in the aeolian case.

Consequently, we show that particle heaps composed of 80 micron-sized particles
form a transient bedform that shows no height growth and erodes within 100 seconds.
We demonstrate this by measuring the maximum height, time-lapse images, and
the evolution of the bedform’s height profiles with time. These results indicate that
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5. Aeolian Viscous Bedload as Transport Mechanism

the wind suspends the particles. Finally, a comparison is made between the 80 µm
and 43 µm height profiles, plotted in a waterfall diagram (figures 5.4 and 5.5). In
these plots, we note that the height profile of the 80 µm particles is temporary
and fails to remain stable for 10 seconds. In contrast, the bedform consisting of
43 µm, which we characterized as barchan-ripple in chapter 3, develops a consistent
height profile in the steady state over several minutes. How can we interpret this
observation?

We assume that the 80 micron particles disrupt the viscous sublayer and are
entrained into suspension. With a saturation length lsubaq

sat of 1.8 cm, bedform
formation should be observable in the length scale available to us; however, the
viscous sublayer, with a thickness of approximately ∼ 70 µm, is too close to the
particle diameter. In this special case, we cannot apply equation (5.1). Nevertheless,
a temporary structure forms and we observe a migrating bedform. This can be
understood as follows: the wind velocity fluctuates slightly, as discussed in section
2.3, which temporarily leads to changes in the thickness of the viscous sublayer.
Thus, a migrating bedform still emerges from the 80 µm particle heap; we are at the
boundary of viscous sublayer thickness with the 80 µm particle system, but there is
no sharp transition. Thus, the viscous sublayer thickens when the velocity decreases
slightly, and the particles are not instantaneously entrained in suspension. Due to
this soft boundary, some suspension also occurs in our 43 µm particle system, as
seen in high-speed camera recordings.

Finally, the comparison between the 80 vs. 43 µm experiment nicely demonstrates
that we need to be cautious with conclusions about transport mechanisms and
characteristic parameters such as the saturation length, which we only obtain on a
morphological basis. For example, in the 80 µm case, we see in the second image in
figure 5.3 what appears to be a miniature of a barchan dune from a morphological
point of view. However, our analysis shows that the heap of 80 micron-sized particles
is below the minimal size, and only a temporary structure can evolve.
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Comparison with the Model of Duran Vinent et al. [10]

Finally, we want to discuss the scheme in figure 5.2, which shows the hydrodynamic
response of a fluid flowing over a topography [10]. How can we relate our results
within the model of Duran Vinent et al. [10]?

The 43 µm particle system is in the hydrodynamically smooth regime at small
grain-based Reynolds numbers Red, i.e., the particles do not generate particle-scale
turbulent fluctuations perturbing the viscous sublayer (see section 1.4). So far, our
calculations and observations confirm that our particles are transported within
the viscous bedload transport regime, with a secondary suspension component.
We classify the 43 µm particle system within the model using figure 1.16. To this
end, we calculate kz0, the wavenumber k = 2π/λ rescaled by the hydrodynamic
roughness z0 and can estimate the order of magnitude of kz0. With a wavelength of
λ ≈ 3 cm, we obtain k ≈ 200 m−1 and from section 2.3 we know that the roughness
length is z0 = 35 µm and thus kz0 ≈ 10−3. According to figure 1.16, we classify the
43 µm particle system to be in the transitional regime, which is also the regime of
subaqueous ripples [10].

For the 80 µm particle system, we first have to approximate the bedform wavelength,
as we only observe a transient bedform below the minimal size. We use the calculated
saturation length from table 5.1 for the aeolian case since we assume that no bedload
transport occurs. Using equation (1.28) we can now estimate the wavelength of
λ = 10 m and calculate kz0. For the 80 micron-sized particle system, we obtain
kz0 ≈ 10−5, which, according to the model, falls into the turbulent regime. Thus, by
change of the particle system from 43 µm to 80 µm results in a shift from transitional
to turbulent hydrodynamic response, which we indicated in figure 5.2 inset.

Duran Vinent et al. [10] have used their numerical model to provide a diagram
that combines ripples and dunes of different environments into one plot. We add
our experimental data points, which can be seen in figure 5.6 (for original plot see
figure 1.19). For this purpose, we summarize the saturation lengths of the numerical
model of authors Duran Vinent et al. [10] and the theoretical expression from Pähtz
et al. [46] for both particle systems, including subaqueous and aeolian cases.
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43 µm 80 µm
Model Saturation length [cm]
Pähtz et al. [46]
Subaqueous lsubaq

sat 0.15 1.8
Aeolian laeol

sat 4 78

Duran Vinent et al. [10]
Subaqueous lsubaq

sat 0.44 0.58
Aeolian laeol

sat 36 53

Table 5.2.: Saturation length predictions according to two different models for the 43 µm
and 80 µm particle system.

We want to stress at this point that these values are estimates, and the calculation of
the saturation length for aeolian conditions is based on assumptions of the authors,
which probably do not apply to our particle system, e.g. no saltation. Nevertheless,
the key idea is to compare predicted saturation lengths for subaqueous and aeolian
conditions and show that subaqueous equations apply in an aeolian environment in
the laboratory wind tunnel.

The appearance of two transport mechanisms acting simultaneously, viscous bedload
and suspension, is not reflected in theoretical and numerical models. Nevertheless,
the expressions for the saturation length are reliable and agree well with our results
in the context of saturation length-dependent parameters. For the 43 µm particle
system, the suspension component leads to the height decrease of the barchan-ripple
in the steady state. For the 80 µm particle system, the erosion is a consequence of
the perturbation of the viscous sublayer.

Figure 5.6 shows the diagram of ripples and dunes in various environments as a
function of the rescaled saturation length lsatu∗/ν and the grain-based Reynolds
number Red from reference [10] amended with our experimental data points. The
turquoise symbols (square and diamond) represent the data points obtained with
the calculation from the theoretical expression for the saturation length provided
by Pähtz et al. [46], the filled turquoise symbols (square and diamond) data points
correspond to the lsat from the numerical model of Duran Vinent et al. [10]. The
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square symbols represent the barchan-ripples that we characterized in chapters
3 and 4 and the diamonds to the bedforms that form from the 80 µm particles.
We labeled these as unstable bedforms because only a transient bedform forms
on the length scales available to us. In conclusion, we show that our experimental
observations agree with the model. Furthermore, we showed in this chapter that
the aeolian barchan-ripples formed from the 43 mum particle system belong to
the transitional regime and thus, in contrast to aeolian dunes, do not trigger a
turbulent response of the fluid. Thus, the designation ’barchan-ripple’ is reasonable
as we distinguish ripples from dunes by considering the hydrodynamic response of
the fluid to the topography.
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Figure 5.6.: A diagram of ripples and dunes in various environments as a function of the
rescaled saturation length lsatu∗/ν and the grain-based Reynolds number Red, which is
corrected to include transport effects (for details see supplement of ref. [10]) amended
with our experimental data points. The yellow area shows conditions for the presence of
ripples and dunes; in the blue area, only dunes are possible. The symbols correspond to
water and water-glycerol mixture data (squares, circles, diamonds) and aeolian Earth
data (triangles; initial dunes), both for monodisperse sand. To denote the range for
different planetary conditions, the areas are shaded. We added our experimental data
points to this diagram: square symbols correspond to the barchan-ripples, the diamonds
to the bedforms consisting of 80 µm particles. The turquoise filled symbols represent data
points calculated with the model from authors Pähtz et al. [46] (square and diamond)
and the plain turquoise symbols (square and diamond) to the model of Duran Vinent
et al. [10]. Reprinted (and added with our data points) with permission from reference
[10].
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5.5. Conclusion

We showed that viscous bedload transport is the transport mechanism leading
to aeolian barchan-ripples. To do this, we exposed two types of particles with
similar densities and different diameters to equally strong winds and measured
their particle velocities, which differed by a factor of 4. Furthermore, we have
shown that the 80 µm particles go into suspension as they significantly perturb the
viscous sublayer. This result is consistent with the calculated saturation lengths
from theoretical expressions and numerical models: a heap of 80 µm particles
erodes entirely within a minute, while a migrating barchan-ripple forms from the
43 µm particles; corresponding to a hydrodynamic roughening inducing a turbulent
response. Finally, we extend a diagram originating from a numerical model with
our data points and find agreement with our experimental results. Our results
successfully demonstrate the transition from bedload-to-suspension-transport using
two similar particle systems of different diameters, an investigation area promising
concerning sedimentary bedform formation in its entirety.
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A bug leaving its footprints on a dune, Morocco

‘Moreover, and this often applies too to the dunes on the borders of
deserts, the mere fact of their accessibility permits the feet of animals
and of men to interfere seriously with both the structure and the natural
movement of their surfaces. The result is a general formlessness; in
so much that the average mind associates a sand hill with something
essentially chaotic and disordered.’

R.A.Bagnold (1941)
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In this thesis, we showed for the first time the formation of aeolian viscous bedload
barchan-ripples. These bedforms are governed by the same instabilities, the lon-
gitudinal and the transverse, as subaqueous ripples and aeolian dunes and share
the same transport mechanism as subaqueous ripples, making our bedforms the
aeolian counterpart of subaqueous ripples.

We have been able to access the aeolian viscous bedload transport regime by
carefully selecting a suitable particle system: coated hollow glass microspheres with
a density of 238 kg m−3 and a particle diameter of 43 µm have a low grain-based
Reynolds number, assigning the particle system to the hydrodynamically smooth
regime. At the same time, the flow in our wind tunnel is high enough to entrain
the particles and low enough to maintain a viscous sublayer of about 70 µm.

We showed that a flat particle bed consisting of the selected particle system is
unstable under unidirectional wind and forms transverse bars that decay into
barchan-ripple chains. The transverse bars destabilize after the length 2L0, where
L0 represents the barchan-ripple’s length from the back to the crest, consistent
with numerical simulation results and water-tank experiments. Furthermore, we
compared the barchan-ripple chains evolved in our wind tunnel with subaqueous ex-
periments and numerical simulation results, which show a remarkable morphological
similarity.

We concluded that a study at a single heap level is possible from the barchan-ripple
size that emerged from the flat particle bed. We showed that a particle heap of
the selected particle system evolves into a migrating, self-organized barchan-ripple.
From studying the structure’s height profiles of the central slice and time-lapsed
images, we followed the formation from the onset to its mature barchan-ripple
shape and showed the relaxation into a stable morphology with constant height
profile shapes.

Subsequently, we studied the transport mechanism at a particle level and demon-
strated that the aeolian viscous bedload transport regime is responsible for barchan-
ripple formation. For this purpose, we compared two heaps consisting of the selected
particle system and another particle type, similar in density and composition but
with a particle diameter of 80 µm. Imaging with a high-speed camera showed that
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the transport layer thicknesses vary by a factor of ten, and the particle velocities
differ by four. Finally, we showed that a heap of 80 µm micron-sized particles forms
a temporary bedform shape and erodes, in contrast to the migrating barchan-ripple,
and in agreement with a hydrodynamic roughening inducing a turbulent response.
Thus, we demonstrated the transition from viscous bedload transport to suspension
experimentally using two similar particle systems.

Method and measured value lsat [mm] Method Ref.
Measurement
Saturated particle flux q(x) 5.4 Andreotti (2010)

Theoretical and numerical models
Particle system and wind speed d, ρp, u∗ 4.4 Duran Vinent (2019)
Minimum width of barchan-ripple Wmin 1.3 Parteli (2007)
Particle velocity vx 1.5 Pähtz (2013)
Elementary size of barchan-ripple λmax 2.5 Elbelrhiti (2005)

Table 6.1.: Bedload saturation length derived from a measurement, and theoretical and
numerical models for the 43 µm particle system.

We measured and derived the saturation length with expressions from theoretical
and numerical models and showed that the order of magnitude of lsat is in the
millimeter range. In chapter 3, we measured the particle flux over a flat particle
bed and derived a saturation length of 5.4 mm from the local saturation flux.
Based on the morphology, i.e., the barchan-ripple’s length, width, and height
measurements, we also obtained a millimeter-ranged lsat. In the last chapter, we
showed, using a theoretical expression for the saturation length and the measured
particle velocity, that the saturation length approximately 1.5 mm. Finally, we
summarize the obtained lsat in table 6.1 and conclude that we have scaled down
the saturation length to a few millimeters.
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7 Conclusion and Outlook

A panorama of the star dune field Erg Chebbi, Morocco

‘In places vast accumulations of sand weighing millions of tons move
inexorably, in regular formation, over the surface of the country, growing,
retaining their shape, even breeding, in a manner which, by its grotesque
imitation of life, is vaguely disturbing to an imaginative mind.’

R.A.Bagnold (1941)
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The novelty of this work is that we demonstrated how a thoughtful selection of
a particle system provides access to a transport mechanism previously studied
specifically only in water tank experiments. Thus, with a careful selection of the
particle system and a suitable wind tunnel, it is possible to study any transport
mechanism in the laboratory and the evolution of a variety of sedimentary bedforms
in manageable time and length scales.

Laboratory studies remain relevant to study sedimentary bedform development
from the onset, calibrate theoretical and numerical models, and gain deeper insight
into sedimentary bedform formation. The experiments we presented in this thesis
motivate further investigations and provide a new approach to studying these
processes. The key is to control the experimental setup: the particle system and
the wind tunnel. In the following section, we show the future perspective inspired
by this thesis, together with preliminary results, and conclude with a general
outlook.

7.1. Particle System

The access to different particle systems offers a promising new approach for lab-
oratory experiments. The controllable parameters are the particle diameter, the
particle density, and, with the application of a flow control additive, the interparti-
cle forces. An interesting area of investigation is, for example, to study the effect
of triboelectric charge on the entrainment threshold. Recently, a study by Kruss
et al. [95] showed that electric charge on the particle surface has an influence on
the initiation of sand transport. This study was related to saltation; it would be
interesting to investigate the effect on bedload transport.

Moreover, the control of particle size distribution should allow us to perform
experiments on bimodal sand transport mechanisms, which are responsible for
forming megaripples, a large aeolian ripple with a scale intermediate between ripples
and dunes, currently receiving wide attention [10, 11, 81, 118–121]. Regarding the
interparticle forces, we would like to show preliminary results with regard to the
influence of cohesion on the bedform morphology.
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7.1.1. Influence of Cohesion on Bedform Morphology

Motivated by the formation of the trailing arms of the barchan ripple that point
upwind, we hypothesized parallels to stabilized bedforms. We know that the
morphology of dunes depends on the acting wind direction, the sand availability,
and the interaction with the surrounding environment [2, 122]. Vegetation and
humidity have a stabilizing effect on dunes, as they hinder sand transport [2, 114–
116, 122]. Under these circumstances, a barchan dune, for example, may transform
into a parabolic dune. The details of this process are the subject of current research
and have so far received little attention in laboratory experiments [123, 124].

We performed experiments with cohesive and less-cohesive heaps and beds of
hollow glass microspheres and observed an evolution into two distinct bedforms,
resembling parabolic dunes and barchans with trailing arms fixed by slow-growing
vegetation.

Figure 7.1.: Comparison of two bedforms evolved from b) coated and d) uncoated
particle heaps with simulation results of a) a barchan under the influence of slow-growing
vegetation and b) a parabolic dune. Inset source: Herrmann et al. [114]. Reproduced and
modified with permission from the Coastal Education and Research Foundation, Inc.

In figure 7.1, we compare results from our experiment with simulation results. From
the morphological similarity of both structures we can conclude that the experiment
with the less-cohesive material resembles a barchan dune in an environment where
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vegetation grows slowly around the dune and fixes low amounts of sand, while
the experiment with the cohesive material is similar to a parabolic dune, which
is completely covered by vegetation. Two effects might be at work here: the
sandpaper appears like vegetation around the bedform; stronger cohesion appears
like vegetation on the bedform.

We also experimented with flat particle beds consisting of coated and uncoated
material in this context. Figure 7.2 shows the temporal evolution of both bedforms
starting from a round template. Here the question arises of the effect of the initial
particle bed configuration on the bedform evolution. From chapter 3 we know that
transverse bars form from an initially rectangular configuration. From the round
bed, we observe the formation of an approximately 20 cm barchan that tracks
a smaller barchan downwind. A shorter wavelength appears to emerge for the
uncoated flat bed. Both beds, coated and uncoated, differ significantly in their
morphological evolution. We see that the particle system’s cohesion influences the
morphology of the bedforms formed in the wind tunnel. In the single heap setup
the bedforms show a striking resemblance to parabolic dunes and barchans with
trailing arms fixed by slow-growing vegetation. These findings are qualitative in
nature, but our results show the potential to study the morphology of vegetated
sedimentary bedforms using varying coating levels and thus a novel approach to
study fixed bedforms in the laboratory.
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Figure 7.2.: The evolution of a round particle bed of coated and uncoated hollow glass
microspheres under a wind speed of 3.1 m s−1. The white arrow indicates the wind
direction, the timeline is on the top both image panels. The particle system’s cohesion
influences the morphology of the bedforms, which motivates further investigation.
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7.2. Laboratory Wind Tunnel

Several improvements on the wind tunnel setup would broaden the range of possible
experiments. An extended test section, ideally with a longer fetch than 10 cm, would
provide more space for experiments and decrease turbulence by using roughness
elements. Furthermore, a particle supply system may be helpful, serving as an
incoming particle flux. These improvements would enable the study of the evolution
of dune fields, whose formation is characterized by their long time scales in nature.
More practically, a fluidization mechanism is desirable when handling particle
systems such as those in this work. As shown in figure 3.5 and 4.3, the bedform’s
dynamics change as soon as the initial position is left. Therefore, we hypothesize an
effect of the material’s packing density, changing due to rearrangement by the wind.
An investigation in this direction would be promising for studying the influence
of packing density on bedform morphology. Furthermore, a flexible test section
would be of significant benefit. In the following section, we would like to present
preliminary experiments that we have performed with a rotating table.

7.2.1. Effect of Multimodal Winds on Barchan-Ripple
Morphology

Figure 7.3.: Effect of multimodal wind on bedform morphology. The white arrows indicate
the wind direction; the scale is valid for all images. The barchan-ripple evolved from
a particle heap of coated hollow microspheres, as introduced in section 2.2, under a
wind speed of 3.1 m s−1. The barchan-ripple adapts its morphology to changes in wind
direction.
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In figure 7.3 we show an experiment with a mature barchan-ripple formed on
a rotating plate under a wind speed of 3.1 m s−1; demonstrating the effect of
multimodal wind exposure on the bedform morphology. We used the particle
system introduced in section 2.2. The scale is valid for all images, and the white
arrow indicated the wind direction. After the barchan-ripple formed from a particle
heap, we exposed the bedform to two different wind directions for 30 s. We observe
that the barchan-ripple adapts its shape within this time. It would be interesting to
follow the intermediate steps of morphology in detail. In addition to bidirectional and
multidirectional wind regimes, asymmetrical sediment supply could be simulated in
the laboratory, one of several morphological signatures of asymmetrical barchans
on Earth and Mars [9, 125].

In conclusion, besides characteristic parameters that can be calibrated in the
laboratory, the formation of bedforms on small scales is significant for its ability
to shed light on about the formation conditions of their large counterparts in
nature. An extension of this work would be to control the grain-density ratio s,
which is only possible with an in-depth knowledge of potential particle systems and
a multi-purpose, well-controlled wind tunnel. With the insights from theoretical
and numerical models, we would be able to reproduce a spectrum of transport
mechanisms and hydrodynamic responses in the laboratory, in particular, the
transition from bedload to saltation or suspension, as we showed in this work.
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A Appendix

The photos under the chapter headings were taken by the author M. Seçkin during
a field trip to the Erg Chebbi star dune field (Morocco) and in the laboratory at
the German Aerospace Center in Cologne.

Moreover, we attached the particle size analysis and the pycnometer measurement,
the results of which we presented in section 2.2.4.
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  2,84   0,04   11,46   0,20   46,83   1,78     

 

Auswertung: WINDOX 5.10.0.0, HRLD  Produkt: _seltene Materialien_  

 Revalidierung:     Dichte:  1,00 g/cm³  

 Referenzmessung:  08-01 15:06:22    Formfaktor: 1,00  

 Kontamination:  0,00 %   Copt= 3,36 %  
 

Triggerbedingung: Rm 10s, Nm 10s, opt C.1%  Dispergiermethode: 3 bar, 90% Förderrrate  

 Zeitbasis: 100,00 ms   Kaskade: 0  

 Start: c.opt >= 1%   Druck:  3,00 bar, Vakuum: 91,00 mbar  

 Gültigkeit: immer    Dosierer: VIBRI  

 Stopp: 3s c.opt <= 1% oder 100s Echtzeit    Zuführgeschw.:  <E14>  
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